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Abstract
Robots are becoming ubiquitous: from vacuum cleaners to driverless cars, there is a wide variety of applications, many with
potential safety hazards. The work presented in this paper proposes a set of constructs suitable for both modelling robotic
applications and supporting verification via model checking and theorem proving. Our goal is to support roboticists in writing
models and applying modern verification techniques using a language familiar to them. To that end, we present RoboChart, a
domain-specific modelling language based on UML, but with a restricted set of constructs to enable a simplified semantics and
automated reasoning. We present the RoboChart metamodel, its well-formedness rules, and its process-algebraic semantics.
We discuss verification based on these foundations using an implementation of RoboChart and its semantics as a set of Eclipse
plug-ins called RoboTool.
Keywords State machines · Formal semantics · Process algebra · CSP · Model checking · Timed properties · Domain-specific
language for robotics
1 Introduction
The current practice of programming robotic applications is
often based on standard state machines, without a formal
semantics or even precise syntax, to describe the controller
only, with time properties discussed in natural language [76,
78,95]. For analysis, simulation is often used during design
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to understand the behaviour of the controller for particu-
lar robots and environments. A state machine guides the
development of the simulation, but only a loose connection
between these artefacts is claimed. For implementation in a
robotic platform, ad hoc adjustments to the deployed code
are normally carried out to cater for the reality gap between
the simulation, and the platform and actual environment.
Robotics can benefit from techniques used in modern soft-
ware engineering, involving precise modelling and rigorous
verification. Our goal is to support this agenda, and here we
report on a key result: definition, formalisation, and applica-
tion of a state machine based notation, called RoboChart,
for the design of robotic systems. RoboChart is akin to
informal notations in current use, but it is precise and spe-
cialised to enable automated reasoning , catering for proof
of functional properties that can be specified as a refinement
check, including, deadlock, livelock, and timelock freedom,
for instance. Moreover, RoboChart enforces design patterns
appropriate for robotics, where the physical robot is explicitly
modelled in terms of only its variables, events, and opera-
tions. RoboChart also supports the definition of a dedicated
library of components to aid the development of robotic
applications. The core concepts of RoboChart are common
to cyber-physical systems in general, but the terminology and
support provided, such as libraries, examples, guidelines, and
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simulation facilities, makes it distinctive as a domain-specific
language (DSL) for robotics.
RoboChart can be regarded as a profile of UML state
machines and their derivatives, enriched with facilities to
define time properties. We adopt a minimalist core of the
UML state machine notation to enable a simplified seman-
tics suitable for automated reasoning, and add time primitives
often demanded to model robotic applications. In the lit-
erature, there are descriptions of many general-purpose
notations (CSP [85], timed automata [6], and others), but
we propose specialisation to facilitate use by practitioners,
optimised verification, and automatic generation of simula-
tions.
In addition to state machines, RoboChart includes ele-
ments to organise specifications and foster reuse: constructs
to model robotic platforms and their controllers. Commu-
nication between state machines is synchronous to model
parallel threads of behaviour, while communication between
controllers can also be asynchronous, like in actual imple-
mentations of robotic systems. Operations used in a state
machine can be taken from a domain-specific API, or defined
by another state machine as well as pre- and postconditions.
The action language used in states and transitions is fully
specified.
To specify budgets and deadlines for operations and
events, directly as part of a state machine, we use time prim-
itives. They are inspired by constructs of timed automata [2]
and Timed CSP [88], but are included in a notation where,
for example, states have actions and can call operations. Con-
straints can be specified in association with the relative-time
elapsed since the occurrence of events or the entering of
states. Timed automata and Timed CSP, for example, are
alternatives to give semantics to RoboChart.
Here, we formalise the RoboChart semantics using CSP
and its dialect, tock-CSP [85], tailored for modelling time.
Via their CSP semantics, we provide support for verification
of RoboChart models using the FDR [41] refinement model
checker. FDR provides a high degree of automation for early
validation of our semantics and has the additional advantage
of supporting tock-CSP. Ultimately, however, the semantic
underpinning that we envisage for RoboChart is Hoare and
He’s Unifying Theories of Programming [46] (UTP). This is
motivated by a requirement for extensibility of RoboChart to
tackle additional aspects of robotic systems, such as, prob-
abilistic [100] and continuous behaviour [36]. Our use of
CSP is primarily as a front end for a UTP theory [19], which
defines a mathematical predicative relational model that sup-
ports verification based on theorem proving. Our choice of
CSP as a front end is motivated by the availability of a pow-
erful model checker for early validation. An encoding of
CSP using the UTP is also available in the theorem prover
Isabelle/HOL [37,71].
Use of RoboChart is supported by RoboTool1; it enables
modelling, performs type checking and analysis of well-
formedness, and automatically calculates CSP models. Here,
we describe RoboTool and its design. It has been applied in
several case studies from the literature, which we also discuss
here.
We introduced RoboChart in [68]; there, we give an
overview of its metamodel and four case studies. We briefly
mentioned the semantics, but here give a full overview and
formalisation. In [82], we presented the timed semantics,
but not the complete semantics or a formalisation, not the
complete metamodel and well-formedness rules, and not the
design of RoboTool.
An early version of RoboChart was discussed informally
in [51], where we approached the issue of automatic sim-
ulation generation. This important aspect of our work was
partially addressed in [51] via a discussion of an initial
version of our facilities for automatic code generation in
C++. Our focus in this paper, however, is on the RoboChart
notation, its semantics, and its tool. A revision of the early
approach in [51] to sound simulation is ongoing work.
In summary, we address the problem of model-based
design of robotic applications. Our contribution is a novel
DSL for verification, namely RoboChart, which provides
constructs to model real-time concurrent designs. It includes
the notions of robotic platforms with (distributed) controllers,
possibly with parallel threads of behaviour. Threads are mod-
elled by state machines, distinctively, with powerful time
primitives to capture budgets and deadlines. Most impor-
tantly, a formal semantics enables verification of RoboChart
models.
Section 2 reviews related works. Section 3 describes
RoboChart—its metamodel and well-formedness condi-
tions—and presents an example. Section 4 describes the CSP
semantics, abstracting away temporal aspects, and formalises
it as functions from RoboChart to CSP models. Section 5
presents RoboTool and extra examples: a chemical detec-
tor [44], a transporter [20], and the alpha algorithm [10].
In Sect. 6, we focus on the temporal aspects of RoboChart,
revisiting its metamodel, well-formedness conditions, and
semantics. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes and describes our next
steps.
2 Related work
Early efforts on verification for robotics apply existing
mathematical techniques [30], and while there are many
general-purpose languages for which model checking sup-
port is available (like C, for example), our goal here is a
1 Available for download at www.cs.york.ac.uk/circus/RoboCalc/
robotool/.
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customisation to produce a simple language akin to what
is already used by practitioners [14,25,77], with friendly
support for graphical modelling, and optimisations in the
semantics and verification that do not apply to arbitrary uses
of general-purpose languages.
UML and its derivatives have been used for modelling in
various application domains, from business to safety-critical
systems. While UML has been given many formalisations,
in general, only subsets of UML are covered. The works in
the literature either define tailored semantic domains [12], or
use existing techniques such as graph transformations [48]
and CSP [22,81].
There are several general languages for architectural and
behavioural modelling. Notable examples of widely used
notations are SysML [73], AADL [32], and Focus [13]. For
SysML, a comprehensive semantics in a CSP-like language
is available [52]. For AADL, we are aware of a semantics
that uses rewriting logic [75].
For Focus, the semantics is based on streams, which
map time to messages; communication is asynchronous, but
without delay. Refinement allows the introduction of new
behaviours. This is different from the CSP models, based on
atomic, instantaneous, synchronous events, with refinement
captured by behaviour subsetting.
The AutoFocus [93] approach caters for the whole devel-
opment process, from informal textual specification to code.
This tool chain is similar to RoboTool in some ways, particu-
larly with respect to its goals. On the other hand, where Auto-
Focus targets embedded software with behaviour defined by
automata or functions, RoboTool focuses on robotic applica-
tions with behaviour defined by state machines. Verification
in AutoFocus uses theorem proving with Isabelle/HOL.
Semi-automatic model transformation encodes properties
into temporal logic; the transformation generates a refine-
ment of the original model, rather than encoding its seman-
tics. So the properties of the generated model can be slightly
different. AutoFocus also provides facilities for code gener-
ation. Work on support for proof and code generation from
RoboChart is ongoing.
RoboChart is, however, distinctive as a small language,
supporting a particular component model, and with a tailored
semantics to enable sound generation of usable formal mod-
els . In our previous work [53,66], we have given semantics
to comprehensive subsets of Stateflow [62] and UML state
machines using CSP-based languages. The models, however,
require further transformation to enable even simple checks.
Results with RoboChart, on the other hand, point to tractable
models that enable model checking directly. This is likely to
facilitate theorem proving as well.
Nordmann et al. [72] suggest that domain-specific lan-
guages for robotics are becoming popular, providing extra
motivation for our focus on a small DSL. While the majority
of works aim at code generation for deployment or sim-
ulation, we target generation of mathematical models for
verification. Some of the proposed notations and tools can be
complemented by RoboChart models to support modelling
and verification of the functional behaviour of components
and systems.
RobotML [25] is a UML-based DSL for robotics for auto-
matic generation of platform-independent code; reasoning
about non-functional properties is envisaged but not available
yet. In the same vein, Schlegel et al. [87] advocate model-
based engineering for robotic systems using a UML-based
framework, but without support for formal verification.
SafeRobots [79] is a general framework that supports a
component-based approach, where components are defined
using a data-flow architecture, and OCL is adopted for def-
inition of properties. Specification of behaviour is via code
from libraries.
The work in [47] covers architectural design and deploy-
ment. There is, however, no support for modelling behaviour,
time properties, or verification.
The MontiArcAutomaton framework [83] provides exten-
sion and composition mechanisms for languages and code
generators. They can accommodate use and integration of
multiple modelling languages and generators, and support
of heterogeneous target platforms. At its core, MontiAr-
cAutomaton comprises an ADL based on components and
connectors that allows extension with component-behaviour
modelling languages. RoboChart, as a language based on
components and connectors, could be integrated in this set-
ting.
Yakindu2 is an Eclipse-based tool for constructing UML
statecharts, with support for code generation and animation.
Like RoboChart, it supports the definition of events, vari-
ables, interfaces, actions, (timed) triggers, and operations.
Its action language is comparable, but RoboChart supports
rich data types based on Z [99]. Compared to Yakindu,
in RoboChart operations can be defined abstractly, without
determining specific behaviours, and capturing time budgets
and deadlines, but optionally also as state machines. Simi-
larly to RoboTool, Yakindu implements validation rules, but
some of them are incomplete [3]. For example, states are
deemed unreachable if there are no incoming transitions,
but, if there are, path reachability is not taken into account.
Yakindu could serve as a basis for implementing RoboChart,
but this would require adapting Yakindu’s metamodel to sup-
port specific elements of RoboChart, namely controllers and
modules, and to restrict the use of features that hinder com-
positional semantic models. Yakindu does not currently have
a public API that could support such a task.
FlexBE [86] is a behaviour engine for the Robot Operating
System (ROS) that enables human operators to specify and
observe a robotic system’s behaviour, and if necessary inter-
2 www.itemis.com/en/yakindu/state-machine.
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vene at runtime, by pausing or modifying behaviours. These
are specified by hierarchical state machines with actions
implemented by Python classes. Composition is realised via
code generation. Similar, but more abstract, models can be
developed in RoboChart using shared variables and multiple
state machines. FlexBE’s tool implements validation rules,
but does not support formal verification.
MissionLab [29] is specific for military applications. It
provides support for end users, rather than developers, to
specify behaviour as mission plans. A wizard allows the
definition of mission parameters, like task, environment,
possibility of presence of enemies, and so on. Lower-level
behaviour is captured by simple state machines. Move oper-
ations may be specified on a map. A formal semantics and
verification are not mentioned, but usability studies indicate
ease of use. Such studies for RoboTool are not available yet.
There are also vendor-specific tools for developing con-
trollers for robots like the NAO3 and LEGO Mindstorms4
EV3 provides a didactic visual programming environment
for specifying behaviours using blocks, a precursor of the
educational language Scratch [57]. Similarly, the NAO soft-
ware provides blocks and parametrisation that is specific to
the NAO hardware.
A rather different approach to the development of robotic
controllers is the use of temporal logic formulae as a
model [63]. For example SPECTRA [61] allows behaviour
and assumptions about the environment to be modelled using
patterns [58] of a subset of LTL for which there are efficient
synthesis algorithms [11]. In practice, this also requires suit-
able discrete data type abstractions [60]. Time constraints,
however, cannot be directly specified, and so the model needs
to account for the target cyclic executive, which could have a
fixed delay, or run as fast as possible. Empirical evidence [59]
suggests that modelling of realistic environments can be chal-
lenging, as is establishing traceability for failures observed in
deployments and in the case of infeasible designs. Simulation
is not directly considered.
The approaches proposed in [30,33,39,42] are closest to
ours in addressing aspects such as architectural design, con-
currency, control of events, and verification. GenoM [39]
supports verification of schedulability via translation to Petri
Nets and model checking [9], and deadlock checking using
BIP [5]. GenoM is an executable language (potentially
including C code). RoboChart, on the other hand, is a self-
contained modelling language supporting various levels of
abstraction.
Mauve [42] supports component-based models with inter-
faces defined by constants, operations, and ports, but not
shared variables like RoboChart. Behaviour can be defined
by code or simple textual state machines. On the other hand,
3 doc.aldebaran.com/1-14/software/choregraphe.
4 lego.com/mindstorms/downloads/download-software.
a contract language can be used to specify behaviour using
temporal logic and observation points of the code or state
machine. Code generation is supported for Orocos [92] plat-
forms. Based on a deployment that associates tasks with
components and the executable code, an optimised WCET
analysis is used to ensure schedulability. Time properties
are derived from this analysis, rather than specified like in
RoboChart. Proof of properties uses TINA like [39].
The verification approach in [33] is based on an adaptive
architecture and supports identification of optimal configu-
rations based on various proof techniques including model
checking. Verification of behavioural properties, however, is
not the focus. Finally, Orccad [30] is a notation that supports
modelling, simulation and programming, and verification of
timed properties by translating models into formal languages.
Orccad has limited support for graphical modelling, using
constructs that are closest to those of RoboChart’s seman-
tics.
In summary, to our knowledge, most of the DSLs for
robotics in the literature do not have a technique for proof
of behavioural properties. They also provide limited or no
support to deal with time.
As previously said, the RoboChart time primitives are
inspired by timed automata and Timed CSP. Timed automata
use synchronous continuous-time clocks, and properties
expressed in temporal logic can be checked using the model
checker Uppaal. RoboChart, in contrast, provides abstrac-
tions specific for robotic applications and has a semantics
for which there is a notion of refinement. Uppaal is limited
in its support for modelling state, with comparable models
requiring additional states, interleaved automata, and defini-
tion of appropriate state invariants. Ongoing work, however,
is exploring a RoboChart semantics using timed automata
for the purpose of property verification.
A real-time extension of UML statecharts, Hierarchical
Timed Automata (HTA), is proposed in [21]. In that work,
statecharts are translated to timed automata for use with
Uppaal. Some of the restrictions on UML are similar to those
of RoboChart; for example, neither notation includes inter-
level transitions. On the other hand, HTA imposes severe
restrictions on data, guards, and use of events, and has no
support for operations. Roughly speaking, HTA is timed
automata with hierarchy and history. On the positive side,
the target timed automata models remain decidable.
UML [74] has a simple notion of time and does not pro-
vide appropriate facilities to model timed properties. Instead,
a profile such as UML-MARTE [90] can be used, which
features support for logical, discrete, and continuous time
through the notion of clocks. Complex clock constraints may
be specified using CSSL [56]. A constraint solver [24] exists
to find solutions suitable for deployment. Support for spec-
ifying deadlines and the duration of behaviours is largely
focused on particular instances of behaviour, as specified
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through UML sequence and time diagrams. While it is pos-
sible to define the potential execution duration of a particular
behaviour, it is not possible to define timed constraints in
terms of transitions and states.
UML-RT, an extension to UML, focuses on the architec-
tural description of systems by providing a clear separation of
concerns using the notions of capsules, ports, and protocols.
Capsules encapsulate finite state machines, while commu-
nication between capsules takes place through ports, whose
valid communications are defined by protocols. A timing pro-
tocol can act as a timer by raising timeouts in response to the
passage of a certain amount of time [89]. It is not obvious
how timed constraints, such as deadlines, can be specified
directly on UML-RT state machines using anything more
precise than informal annotations.
In [80] UML-RT is given semantics in Circuswithout con-
sidering time. An extension to UML-RT is proposed in [1]
with semantics given in CSP+T [101], an extension of CSP
that supports the timing of events. Inspired by the constructs
of CSP+T, in [1] annotations are added to record the occur-
rence time of events and constrain the occurrence time of
subsequent events. Although some RoboChart time primi-
tives are similar, we have a richer set of primitives.
RoboChart is mentioned in a comprehensive survey on
formal specification and verification in robotics [31,55].
It highlights that model checking is the most prominent
approach in the literature at the moment, and the importance
of integrating formal methods. RoboChart supports verifi-
cation by model checking, but the long-term plan is use of
theorem proving to deal with larger models and collections.
Future work will explore combined use of several verification
approaches.
3 Language
The core of RoboChart is a subset of the UML state machine
notation that excludes non-essential features that lead to an
increase in the complexity of the underlying mathematical
models. Parallel states are not available in RoboChart as
they introduce difficulties both in the semantics and mod-
elling practice. For instance, based on examples found in
the robotics literature [76,78,95], it is not clear what form,
if any, interaction between parallel states should take. On
the other hand, we include architectural components, namely
modules and controllers, which support the modelling of par-
allel behaviours in a customised and precise manner.
Controllers are collections of state machines that can
communicate with each other through their events, or relay
information through the events of the controllers. Similarly,
modules are collections of controllers that may interact with
each other. A module defines the boundaries of the robotic
application modelled and specifies the interface of such
application through a robotic platform, which provides an
Fig. 1 State machine from [16]
abstraction of the hardware in terms of variables, events, and
operations.
In the following sections, we expand on the main con-
structs of RoboChart. In Sect. 3.2, we describe in more
detail parts of the metamodel of RoboChart, and in Sect. 3.3,
describe and motivate well-formedness conditions associated
with RoboChart. First, however, in Sect. 3.1, we give a more
complete, though informal, overview of RoboChart via an
example.
3.1 Notation
In this section, we use the model of a foraging robot described
in [16] to present RoboChart. The goal of this robot is to
search an area (the source) for objects, collect one object,
and deliver it to another area (the nest). It achieves this by
coordinating with other similar robots to only traverse part
of the arena. Essentially, a robot tries to find an object, col-
lect it, and carry it up to a certain distance P (the partition
length), where it will wait to transfer to another robot that
will continue the task. Failures in locating objects reduces
the partition length P, and success increases it.
In [16], the authors present the state machine in Fig. 1.
Besides the fact that it cannot be analysed using a tool,
because the notation is informal, this account leaves key ques-
tions open. For example, the initial state is not indicated, and
it is not possible to establish when the robot gives up waiting
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Fig. 2 Robotic platform for the foraging example
for a transfer, or when it abandons the neighbourhood explo-
ration. By reading the English description of the robot, we
have developed the precise RoboChart model in Fig. 3.
Robotic platform An important aspect of modelling a
robotic application is understanding any assumptions related
to the functionalities of the physical robot that are required.
Such assumptions can be recorded in a RoboChart model via
a robotic platform definition.
As already mentioned, a robotic platform abstracts a phys-
ical robot in terms of the functionalities it makes available
for the controllers. These may be of three types: (a) vari-
ables, (b) operations, or (c) events. These elements can be
either declared directly in the robotic platform, or grouped
in interfaces. For our example, the robotic platform Foragin-
gRP is shown in Fig. 2 alongside two interfaces GraspI and
MovementI. The platform declares a number of events rep-
resented as boxes on the border of the platform, a variable
dist of type real, a constant nest of type real*real (pair of
real numbers), and provides two interfaces MovementI and
GraspI. The first declares operations associated with move-
ment and exploration, while the second contains operations
associated with the mechanism for manipulating objects. The
visible behaviour of the robot is precisely characterised by
accesses to variables of the platform, calls to its operations,
and occurrences of its events.
Different elements in a RoboChart model are often identi-
fied by icons. For instance, a variable declaration is identified
by , while a constant is indicated by . Table 1 sum-
marises the icons used in the RoboChart diagrams presented
in this paper. For a comprehensive account of the RoboChart
icons, we refer to [96].
Variables represent information the platform makes avail-
able to its controllers and may be used to share information
among the controllers or to record information for the exe-
cution of basic operations of the hardware. For instance, it is
common in wheeled robots for movement to be established
through assignment of speed values to specific variables asso-
ciated with the wheels. In such case, a robotic platform could
abstract such a behaviour by simply providing the variables
left wheel: real and right wheel: real , and, at this level,
omitting any relationship between such variables and the
hardware. In our example, the platform state contains a vari-
able dist that records the distance travelled by the robot, and
Table 1 Summary of RoboChart icons
a constant nest that records the position of the nest in two
dimensions. The variable dist is an abstraction for an odome-
ter of the platform.
Operations represent functionalities provided by the phys-
ical robot. For instance, an alternative to the variables for
the speed of the wheels is the definition of an operation
move(ls:real,as:real), which, given the desired linear and
angular speeds, causes the robot to move. This can be, in
a loose sense, a more abstract approach to modelling; in this
example, the variables left wheel and right wheel can indi-
cate reliance on the fact that the robot is wheeled, while the
operationmove relies only on the fact that the robot is capable
of moving forward and turning. In our model of the foraging
robot, seven operations are provided by the platform.Grasp(),
Transfer() and Store() provide functionality to manipu-
late objects, while the operations move(ls,as), Explore(),
ExploreNeighbourhood(), andGoTo(pos: real*real) provide
the means for the robot to navigate.
Finally, events model simple, atomic interactions between
the robot and its environment. This feature is the most abstract
of the three, and provides a means for the robot (and its con-
trollers) to interact with the environment in a reactive manner.
For example, obstacle detection is often implemented by
reading the value of a sensor, analysing the results, and decid-
ing whether an obstacle is present or not. When modelling
this application, however, the only information of interest is
the presence of an obstacle, since we are not concerned with
properties of this algorithm. We can, therefore, abstract the
reading and analysis of sensor information as a single event
obstacle that only occurs when an obstacle is present. Fur-
thermore, typed events, such as obstacle:real, can carry extra
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Fig. 3 Foraging state machine
information such as the distance of the obstacle. In our exam-
ple, the event obstacle is as discussed above, and the events
collected, stored, and transferred mark the successful com-
pletion of the operations Grasp(), Transfer() and Store().
State machine A state machine is the main behavioural
construct of RoboChart; Fig. 3 shows the machine DTP for
our example that specifies foraging using dynamic task par-
titioning. A state machine contains states, junctions, and
transitions.
Transitions connect states and junctions, which represent
decision points. It is at states and junctions that the state
machine decides how to proceed, that is, which transition, if
any, to take next. The difference between states and junctions
is their stability: while a machine may wait in a state for an
event or condition before proceeding by taking a transition
out of that state, a junction must be left immediately.
States are represented by rectangular boxes and may spec-
ify three types of actions: entry, during and exit actions,
associated with the different phases of execution of the state.
Additionally, a state may be composite, that is, it may itself
contain junctions, states, and transitions. Final states are spe-
cial types of state, drawn as a solid white circle with the letter
F in the middle. It indicates termination of the containing state
machine or state. We note that a final state is a state, not a
junction, and therefore is stable.
Junctions are identified by solid black circles, and, as pre-
viously mentioned, represent a decision that must be made
immediately. As a consequence, it must always be possible
for a transition to be taken out of a junction. This leads to
well-formedness conditions that forbid the use of a trigger
in such an outgoing transition (that is, the decision cannot
depend on an external interaction) and require that any con-
ditions form a cover (that is, in all circumstances, at least
one outgoing transition has a condition that is true). Initial
junctions, represented by solid black circles with the letter i
Fig. 4 Foraging controller
inside, indicate the starting point of the execution of a state
machine or composite state.
Similarly to a robotic platform, a state machine may
declare events and variables, but not operations. It can, how-
ever, require operations as illustrated in Fig. 3. The operations
in the interfaces GraspI and MovementI are required by the
state machineDTP. Additionally, it requires the interface For-
agingI, which declares the constant nest, and variables dist
and position. Both nest and dist are provided by the robotic
platform, but position is not. This variable is provided by the
controller that uses DTP shown in Fig. 4 described later.
DTP declares two local variables itself: P records the cur-
rent length of the partition, and source, the estimated position
of the source of objects. DTP also declares waitDeadline, e,
and explorationDeadline, which are constants that specify
how long to wait for a transfer, how close to get to the source,
and how long to explore a neighbourhood. The time spent
performing each task is recorded using the clock T, which
can be reset using the statement #T in an action.
The state machine DTP consists of an initial junction and
six states. As previously said, the initial junction determines
the first state to be executed. In our example, this is the
state Exploring, which executes the operation Explore() in
its during action indefinitely. If an event collected occurs,
indicating an object has been found and collected, Exploring
is exited and the state GoToNest is entered. An entry action,
executed upon entering a state, sets the variable dist to zero,
and a during action calls the operation GoTo with parameter
nest, that is, the target position to store the object.
From GoToNest, three possible behaviours can occur. If
the nest is reached and the object is stored, indicated by the
event stored, the DTP moves to the state GoToSource. If,
while moving towards nest, the distance traversed (recorded
in dist) becomes greater than P (the partition length), the
state WaitForTransfer is entered. In the state GoToNest, we
have a nondeterministic behaviour: after the entry action is
executed, both transitions out of GoToNest become enabled
if stored occurs and the condition dist>P is true. In this sce-
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nario, the robot has traversed a distance larger than P (that
is, the condition holds), but has arrived in the nest and stored
the object. This nondeterminism is perhaps not obvious,
but is present in the original model (see Fig. 1) and has
been revealed following analysis of our RoboChart model.
It is likely that it needs to be resolved in a simulation or
deployment. Nevertheless, any properties ofDTP remain true;
however, the nondeterminism is resolved in a more concrete
model.
In the state WaitForTransfer, the robot stops and waits
to transfer the object to another robot. If a transfer occurs,
indicated by the event transferred, the robot moves to the
state GoToSource. If, however, the robot waits for longer
than waitDeadline to transfer the object, it moves directly
to the nest and stores the object (state GoToNestDirectly),
before moving to GoToSource.
In GoToSource, the robot uses the operation GoTo to
move to the position recorded in source, which estimates the
location of the objects. If the distance between the current
position and source is less than a constant e, the machine
decides that the source has been reached and enters the state
Neighbourhood. In this state, the clock is reset (#T) and then
ExploreNeighbourhood() is called. If an object is found and
collected (that is, collected occurs) the partition length P is
increased using the function incP, and GoToNest is entered.
Otherwise, if the robot has explored the neighbourhood for
longer than explorationDeadline, then P is decreased using
the function decP, and Exploring is entered.
This state machine uses three functions: d, incP, and
decP. The first is a distance function whose only require-
ment is to return a value greater than or equal to 0; it can
be implemented by the Euclidean distance, for example. The
parameter of the other two functions must be positive, and
their results must both change monotonically. These prop-
erties are specified with pre ( ) and postconditions ( ), as
shown in Fig. 3. Although this is not a common practice in
robotics, these simple specifications capture the properties of
the two implementations experimented with in simulations
reported in [16]. RoboChart does not require the definition
of pre- and postconditions; we can leave the functions com-
pletely unspecified and provide an implementation just for
verification, as is done with simulations.
Controller Several state machines can be encapsulated in a
controller to model either different threads of execution or
to capture independent functionalities. The controller, not a
state machine, interacts with other controllers or directly with
the robotic platform.
Similarly to a state machine, a controller may require oper-
ations and variables, and declare events and local variables.
For example, the controller ForagingC shown in Fig. 4 encap-
sulates a reference to the DTP state machine, and a reference
Fig. 5 Foraging module
to a state machine called PositionEstimation5. This second
machine models functionality to estimate the position of the
robot and record it in the shared variable position used by
DTP.
The events of ForagingC are the same as those ofDTP, and
they are connected with a directional arrow, indicating that
the events are received by the controller and relayed to the
state machine. The names of the events, however, need not be
the same. While the state machine PositionEstimation is not
connected to either the controller or DTP via events, it can
still interact with DTP through the shared variable position.
Even though our approach encourages the use of events for
interaction between parallel components, RoboChart permits
the definition of shared variables due to their use in practice,
particularly in the design of simulations.
Module The overall application is specified by a construct
called module, which encapsulates a robotic platform and
one or more controllers. In our example, the module For-
aging is presented in Fig. 5. It includes references to the
robotic platform ForagingRP, and the controllers ForagingC
and ObstacleAvoidance (omitted here). The two controllers
do not interact with each other, only with the robotic plat-
form through the events obstacle, transferred, stored, and
collected.
All communications with the robotic platform are asyn-
chronous. This restriction reflects the fact that in a physical
robot, represented by a robotic platform in RoboChart, inter-
actions with the control software, represented by controllers
in RoboChart, never block.
Modules differ from controllers in that they have a robotic
platform, and characterise not only the software components
(represented by controllers, and ultimately, state machines),
but also requirements on the hardware and its built-in
libraries (represented by a platform).
5 Omitted here, but available at www.cs.york.ac.uk/circus/RoboCalc/
case_studies/.
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Fig. 6 Metamodel of RoboChart packages
Fig. 7 Metamodel of RoboChart modules
3.2 Metamodel
The structure of RoboChart models is determined by a meta-
model that specifies the types of constructs available and
how they relate to each other. Here, we focus on the top-level
structure of RoboChart models and on modules, controllers,
and state machines. The complete metamodel with additional
details is available in [96].
A RoboChart model is organised in packages, with their
definitions shared using an imports mechanism similar to that
of Java. Figure 6 defines a RoboChart package RCPackage.
It has an optional name, and optionally imports other pack-
ages. All elements of a model are defined in a package. So,
an RCPackage can include declarations of types, interfaces,
modules, robotic platforms, controllers, and state machines.
RCPackages and ControllerDefs (in Fig. 8) contain a col-
lection of state machines (machines). This feature is captured
by the classMachineContainer, inherited by RCPackage and
ControllerDef as shown in Figs. 6 and 8. While the two
containment relations are realised in the same way in the
metamodel, a machine contained in a controller is declared
and used by that controller, but a machine contained directly
in a package is just declared. Such machine can be used via
references in various controllers. In any case, our semantics
presented later characterises a state machine as a component
that can be analysed in isolation.
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Fig. 8 Metamodel of
RoboChart controllers
RoboChart is a typed notation, with types drawn from a
set TypeDecls (type declarations, contained in the field types
of an RCPackage). The type system is based on that of the Z
notation [99]. A type declaration can be a given set [99] (that
is, an abstract type without definition), an enumeration (free
type), a record type (called Data Type like in UML, corre-
sponding to Z schema types), a cartesian product, or a set.
Unlike Z, RoboChart, through its library, provides a set of
core given types: real, nat, int, boolean, and char. The Z
mathematical toolkit, including definitions of data types for
sequences, function, and relations, for example, is available
in RoboChart. There is also a definition for a data type string,
which is not available in Z.
The structure of a module is detailed in Fig. 7. It comprises
a number of connection nodes and connections. The class
ConnectionNode characterises the elements that can be con-
nected through their events; they are: platforms, controllers,
and state machines. Modules, however, cannot contain state
machines directly. While the metamodel allows this, state
machines are explicitly excluded via a well-formedness con-
dition presented in the next section (see condition M1).
On the other hand, as shown later in Fig. 8, a con-
troller can have several StateMachines connected among
themselves. The RoboticPlatform is defined by a Robotic-
PlatformDefinition or by a RoboticPlatformReference. A
RoboticPlatformReference is associated with a Robotic-
PlatformDefinition and allows the definition to be made
independently of a particular module. In this way, it can be
reused, and even provided in a library.
Connections are between a source (from) and a tar-
get (to) node, and in a module they establish the relationship
between a platform and its controllers, and between the
controllers themselves. Connections are established via a
source (efrom) and a target (eto) event. They can be asyn-
chronous and bidirectional, as indicated by the boolean
attributes async and bidirec. An event may have a Type,
which, if present, defines the values that can be communi-
cated via the connection.
The structure of a Controller is shown in Fig. 8. It can be
specified by aControllerDefinition or aControllerReference,
which just names a controller defined elsewhere. A Con-
trollerDefinition encapsulates any number of state machines.
The class MachineContainer, which groups state machines,
is inherited by both ControllerDef and RCPackage. The pos-
sibility, in the metamodel, for an empty set of state machines
in a controller is useful in RoboTool to support partial mod-
els. In the case of RCPackage, it captures the fact that it is
possible to have a package without state machines.
Lastly, a ControllerDefinition implements a Context,
which defines the variables, including constants, operations,
events, and provided, required, and defined interfaces of an
element. Defined interfaces declare the variables and events
that are used for the specification of behaviour; they are
possibly shared if several elements are used to specify that
behaviour.
Figure 9 shows the metamodel of state machines. Simi-
larly to robotic platforms and controllers, a
StateMachine is either a StateMachineReference or a
StateMachineDefinition. A StateMachineReference points
to a StateMachineDefinition, supports reuse, and is a key
factor in allowing the specification of a library of mod-
elling components. A StateMachineDefinition, on the other
hand, fully specifies the behaviour of a state machine, which
is captured by the class StateMachineBody inherited by
StateMachineDefinition. A StateMachineBody is similar to
a ControllerDefinition in that it is a Context, but it is also a
NodeContainer, which records the nodes and transitions of
the state machine.
A node can be either aStateor a Junction, with FinalStates
and InitialJunctions as special types of States and Junctions.
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Fig. 9 Metamodel of RoboChart state machine
Fig. 10 Metamodel of RoboChart statements
A State is also a NodeContainer accounting for the pos-
sibility of hierarchical state machines. Finally, a Transition
connects two nodes and can contain a number of features: a
trigger and a condition describing when a transition can take
place, an action describing the effect of the transition, and a
deadline over the availability of the transition. (We envisage
that an extension of RoboChart will also allow for Proba-
bilisticJunctions, and for a probability expression used in
transitions starting in ProbabilisticJunctions.)
RoboChart specifies an action language to be used in
the specification of the behaviours of state and transition
actions. Figure 10 shows the possible statements of our action
language. They include basic statements such as Assign-
ment, which assigns a value to a variable, SeqStatement,
which composes two or more statements in sequence, Call,
which calls an operation with a sequence of expressions as
arguments, and IfStmt, which conditionally executes one of
two statements depending on the truth value of an expres-
sion. Additionally, the action language includes statements
to interact with other parallel elements of the model using
events (SendEvent), and timed primitives that allow time to
pass (Wait), the specification of bounds on the start and end
times of statements, and the resetting of clocks.
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The expression language used in statements is inspired by
Z and its mathematical toolkit. The syntax is omitted here
due to its similarities to Z and for the sake of conciseness. A
detailed account of the syntax and semantics of expression
can be found in [96].
Not all models that respect the metamodel can be given
semantics. For example, it is not possible to give a reasonable
interpretation to modules with connections between events
of different types. To assign meaning to RoboChart models,
we must first identify the set of valid models. We do this by
defining well-formedness conditions. This is the purpose of
the next section.
3.3 Well-formedness
The well-formedness conditions include the typing and scope
rules for expressions and actions, and unicity of names in all
components. These conditions are standard and omitted here.
Below, we concentrate on elements of larger granularity. A
complete account of the well-formedness conditions can be
found in [96].
Some conditions may have been avoided by a more
strict metamodel that already enforces the restrictions. Our
metamodel, however, allows us to record partial models. In
addition, the emphasis on well-formedness conditions makes
it possible to selectively enforce specific subsets of condi-
tions based on the application envisaged for the models (for
instance, model checking, theorem proving, or simulation).
Finally, the conditions below are a more readable account of
how RoboChart should be used than a concise metamodel.
Modules
M1 A module must contain exactly one robotic platform, at
least one controller, and no machines. The platform
describes the hardware on which the controllers are
executed, and identifies the variables and operations it
has available for use by the controllers. Additionally,
through events, the platform provides points of interac-
tion with the controllers. The behaviour of a module
is defined by controllers, and not by state machines
directly.
M2 All variables and operations required by the module’s
controllers must be provided by the platform. This guar-
antees that the module is self-contained, that is, the
resources required by its controllers are provided by the
platform. We note that, in particular, operations required
by a controller cannot be provided by another controller,
since there is no facility for remote operation calls in a
robotic design.
Robotic platforms
RP1 Robotic platforms cannot require interfaces. Since a
platform abstracts a self-contained hardware compo-
nent, it cannot itself require any resources.
RP2 Defined interfaces can only have events since there is
no point in platforms having local access to variables,
because they do not specify a behaviour.
We note that variables and operations declared directly in the
platform, outside an interface, are considered as if declared in
a provided interface, for the reasons already explained above.
Events declared directly in the platform, on the other hand,
are defined.
Controllers
C1 A controller must contain at least one state machine so
that it has a behavioural specification.
C2 Controllers cannot provide variables or operations to
other controllers. As explained above, controllers are
taken to model separate units of processing, and so
may require variables and operations, or define its own
for use by its own state machines, but not provide any
themselves. As a consequence, a controller cannot have
provided interfaces.
C3 All variables required by the controller’s state machines
must be defined or required by the controller. If a state
machine assumes the existence of a variable, it must
be defined by any component that contains the state
machine, that is, it must be defined either by its con-
troller, or indirectly provided by a platform associated
with its module.
C4 All operations required by the controller’s state ma-
chines must be defined or required by the controller. This
is similar to the previous condition, except that defini-
tion of an operation entails not just a declaration, like
in the case of a variable, but a local specification. So,
an operation can be required by a controller, but cannot
be just declared in the controller. If it is required by a
machine in the controller, the operation must either be
required (from the platform) or fully defined within the
controller.
Variables and events declared directly in the controller are
considered as part of a defined interface.
Interfaces Interfaces are meant to group sets of variables,
operations, and events. They exist to foster reuse, but are
also an important mechanism to describe dependencies.
As explained previously, provided and required interfaces
describe sharing, while defined interfaces simply declare its
elements locally.
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I1 Provided and required interfaces contain only variables
and operations because these are the only elements that
can be shared; events are locally defined and interaction
is established using connections.
I2 Defined interfaces can only have variables and events
because operations of a platform are always provided,
in a controller they are either required or defined (but
never just declared as explained above, and so cannot
be in an interface), and in a machine, they are always
required. We note that, if the defined interface is used in a
platform, then, as stated by a well-formedness condition
for robotic platforms presented above, it can actually
only have events.
State machines The well-formedness conditions that apply
to state machines encompass aspects such as usage of inter-
faces, declaration of variables, events, and operations, and
specification of nodes.
STM1 State machines cannot have provided interfaces. As
the smallest self-contained model components that
encapsulate behaviour, machines do not contain inde-
pendent elements that might be provided for separate
use by other components.
STM2 Operations in state machines can only be required,
not defined. Operations either describe an abstraction
of functionality provided by the robotic platform or
encapsulate behaviours for reuse. In the first case,
operations can be left unspecified, but in the second
case, they must be defined by a state machine. Since
state machines cannot contain other state machines,
there are no means for an operation to be fully defined
in the context of a state machine, and, therefore, it
cannot provide or declare operations.
STM3 Every state machine must have exactly one initial
junction, which determines its starting state.
STM4 State machines must contain at least one state (possi-
bly a final state), because junctions (including initial
junctions) are not stable, that is, they are transi-
tory decision steps towards entering a state. A state
machine cannot, therefore, rest in the initial junction.
Like for controllers, variables and events declared directly,
outside of an interface, in a state machine are regarded as
part of a defined interface.
States and final states The conditions for states and final
states restrict the usage of actions.
S1 If a state has a non-empty set of nodes, then conditions
STM3 and STM4 of state machines apply.
S2 A state has at most one of each type of action: entry,
during, andexit, because they define actions that specify
behaviours that are executed in well-defined phases of
the overall execution of a state.
S3 Final states cannot be the source of transitions, because
they model termination of the behaviours of a state
machine or composite state.
Junctions and initial junctions As discussed before, junc-
tions are transitory steps towards a state. The well-formedness
conditions associated with junctions aim to guarantee this
transient nature.
J1 A junction that is not initial must contain at least one out-
going transition, since otherwise it would not be possible
to reach a state from the junction.
J2 The guards of the transitions out of a junction must form
a cover, that is, their disjunction is true to guarantee that
it is always possible to take at least one transition out of
a junction.
J3 Transitions starting in junctions cannot have triggers.
Again, this condition guarantees that the state machine
does not become stuck in a junction.
J4 An initial junction must have exactly one outgoing tran-
sition, and, because of the above conditions J2 and J3,
does not have a guard or trigger.
Transitions
T1 The source and target of a transition must belong to
the same container. This guarantees that there are no
inter-level transitions. These are a common feature of
state machine notations, but make the semantics non-
compositional, because when an inter-level transition is
taken, it does not affect the behaviour of only its source
and target nodes, but also of all the substates (at any
level) of their least common ancestor. A parent state of a
state S is a composite state that includes S directly. The
ancestor states include the parent, its parent, and so on,
at all levels. A direct substate is called a child state.
The condition T1 is particularly important because it enables
us to define a compositional semantics. This means that
the semantics of a composite construct is a function of the
semantics of its components. For example, the semantics of a
controller is determined by the semantics of its state machines
composed in such way as to allow communication between
them.
Connections Modules and controllers contain connections.
Our conditions restrict the types of the connected elements,
the nature of the connections, and the types of the associated
events, which must be the same.
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Cn1 Connections of a module must associate only events of
the robotic platform and its controllers. Connections in
a module describe only the interactions of the immedi-
ate components of the module, that is, the platform and
the controllers.
Cn2 Connections with a robotic platform are always asyn-
chronous. Events in platforms are points of interaction
with sensor and actuators of the hardware, which are
asynchronous by nature. Our hardware abstraction does
not provide means for interaction to be refused, only
ignored. This is in line with existing robotics program-
ming interfaces.
Cn3 Connections of a controller must associate only its
events and those of its machines. As in the case of
modules, connections in a controller describe only the
interactions of its immediate components.
Cn4 Connections must not associate events of the same com-
ponent. So, in particular, events cannot be connected
to themselves. Events establish interaction with other
components and the environment.
RoboChart has a rich expression language, with universal
and existential quantifications, lambda expressions, and def-
inite descriptions. These features have been added for use in
the definitions of pre- and postconditions of functions and
operations, but not in guards and statements. If needed, they
can be used indirectly in these contexts via the definition of
boolean-valued functions. In this way, expressions that can
render the diagrams unreadable can still be effectively used.
As previously said, the expression languages are inspired
by the Z notation and omitted here due to space limitations;
its complete syntax is presented in [96].
The well-formedness conditions presented in this section
are necessary for the untimed semantics discussed in the
next section to be defined. Extra conditions are necessary
for the timed semantics as discussed in Sect. 6 (and stronger
restrictions are necessary to allow automatic generation of
simulation code).
In the next section, we define the semantics of models that
are well formed according to these rules.
4 Semantics
As previously mentioned, RoboChart models are endowed
with a formal semantics. Our formalisation relies on the UTP
framework, but we use CSP as a front end to the UTP to
support early validation via model checking. In Sect. 4.1,
we briefly introduce CSP and describe the operators used in
our semantics. In Sect. 4.2, we provide an overview of our
semantics, and in Sect. 4.3, we discuss its formalisation as a
function from RoboChart to CSP models.
4.1 CSP
Communicating sequential process [45,85] (CSP) is one lan-
guage out of a large family of specification notations for
concurrent systems referred to as process algebras. This fam-
ily includes notations such as CCS [64], Pi-Calculus [65], and
ACP [8]. CSP is distinctive in its denotational nature, while
CCS focuses on operational semantics, and ACP on alge-
braic semantics. The denotational models of CSP give rise
to notions of refinement that are particularly useful when
verifying properties and establishing correctness of imple-
mentations.
The central constructs of CSP are processes and chan-
nels. Processes can specify patterns of interactions, including
aspects such as deterministic and nondeterministic choice,
deadlock, and termination. Process definitions can be made
via parallel composition of other processes, where interac-
tion occurs through channels. The communications between
parallel processes are instantaneous, atomic events and can
carry values.
Table 2 gives the CSP operators used in our semantics. For
each operator, it provides its symbol, name, and an informal
description of its behaviour. Section 4.2 presents a number of
examples of usage of CSP. We explain each of the examples
as they appear.
4.2 Overview
The structure of our CSP semantics is sketched in Fig. 11.
The semantics of modules, controllers, and state machines
is given by processes. A module process is defined by the
parallel composition of the processes for its controllers inter-
acting according to the connections in the module, as well as
a memory process recording the variables (and constants) of
the robotic platform.
While the semantics presented in Sect. 4.3 produces a
single CSP process definition, in examples we use process
declarations to modularise it and improve readability. For
example, the semantic function [[ ]]M presented in Sect. 4.3
specifies the definition below of the process Foraging for the
module of our running example (Fig. 5), but not the decla-
ration shown that names it. Here, we name this process and
others to facilitate presentation. The process names that we
use match applications of the semantic functions described in
Sect. 4.3. The resulting declarations have a positive impact
also in optimising both the generation and analysis of the
models. Therefore, we implement them in RoboTool; this is
further discussed in Sect. 5.1.
The fact that the semantics presented in Sect. 4.3 generates
a single process is not detrimental to compositionality. Each
semantic function is defined compositionally, that is, purely
in terms of the semantics of the components of the RoboChart
element that it defines. Furthermore, compositionality of
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Table 2 Summary of CSP operators
Symbol Name Description
Skip skip Terminate immediately without any side effects
Stop deadlock Refuse all interactions, but does not change the state
P |[ cs ]| Q generalised parallel composition Run P and Q in parallel synchronising on events in cs and terminate only
when P and Q terminate
P[cs1 ‖ cs2]Q alphabetised parallel composition Run P, engaging in events in cs1, and Q, in events in cs2, in parallel,
synchronising on the intersection of cs1 and cs2, and terminate only
when P and Q terminate. The channel sets cs1 and cs2 are the alphabets
of the processes P and Q
P ||| Q interleaving Run P and Q in parallel without synchronisation, but terminate only when
both P and Q terminate
{|c|} channel set Set of all possible events corresponding to communications via the
channel c
c → P prefix Synchronise on channel c and then behave like P
c?x → P input Synchronise on channel c with any possible value, store the chosen value
in x, and behave like P
c?x : S → P restricted input Synchronise on channel c with any value in S, store the chosen value in x,
and behave like P
c!e → P output Synchronise on channel c with value e and behave like P
P ; Q sequential composition Behave like P, and once P terminates, behave like Q
P  Q external choice Allow the environment to choose between P and Q
P ⊓ Q internal choice Nondeterministically choose between P and Q
P △ c → Q interrupt Behave like P with c → Q in choice, until P terminates or the choice is
resolved in favour of c → Q
PΘcsQ exception Behave like P, until P raises an event in cs, at which point, behave like Q
P \ cs hiding Run P with events in cs hidden
(e) & P guard If e is true, behave like P, otherwise deadlock
P[[c ← d]] renaming Rename the occurrences of event c to d in P
|[cs ]| i : I • P(i) replicated generalised parallelism Run P(i) in parallel for all i in I synchronising in cs
‖ i : I • [A(i)]P(i) replicated alphabetised parallelism Run P(i) in parallel with alphabet A(i) for all i in I , synchronising in the
intersection of their alphabets
||| i : I • P(i) replicated interleave Interleave P(i) for all i in I
o
9 i : I • P(i) replicated sequential composition Run P(i) in sequence for all i in I
 i : I • P(i) replicated external choice Offers a choice of processes P(i), where i is in I
refinement follows directly from compositionality of the CSP
operators. For instance, if a state machine S of a controller C
is refined by another machine S’, then S can be replaced with
S’ to form a controller C’ that is a refinement of C.
Foraging defines our example module as the parallel compo-
sition of the processes for its controllers, namelyObstacleAv-
oidance and ForagingC, and a memory process Memory
Foraging for the platform ForagingRP. Synchronous con-
nections between controllers are captured by a parallel
composition (|[ . . . ]|) with the events involved in the connec-
tions hidden (\) because these connections are not visible.
Since, in our example, the controllers are not connected
directly, in the composition of the controller processes the
parallelism is an interleaving (|||) and there is no hiding.
Foraging =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
ObstacleAvoidance[[. . .]]
|||
ForagingC⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
set FC dist ← set FRP dist,
set FC nest ← set FRP nest,
FC transferred ← FRP transferred,
FC stored ← FRP stored,
FC collected ← FRP collected
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
|[{|set FRP dist, set Ext FC dist, . . . |}]|
Memory Foraging(0)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
\ {|set Ext FC dist, set FRP nest, . . . |}
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Fig. 11 Structure of the RoboChart semantics: stacked components and parallel lines indicate parallel composition; bordered boxes indicates points
of interaction
Asynchronous connections, if present, are realised via a
buffer modelled by another process composed in parallel with
the composition of the controller processes. Interactions with
the buffer are hidden.
When referring to RoboChart elements we use sans
serif font, and use italics for CSP terms. For example,
ObstacleAvoidance is a RoboChart state machine, and
ObstacleAvoidance is the CSP process that specifies its
semantics. Table 3 describes the names of elements (pro-
cesses and channels) in our semantics.
The memory model of RoboChart is hierarchical, with
a memory for the robotic platform at the top of the hierar-
chy, memories for the controllers at the next tier, and finally
the memories for the state machines under those for their
controllers. The memory for a robotic platform records its
variables for sharing between controllers (and their state
machines). In our example, the process Memory Foraging(0)
defined below models a shared memory recording the plat-
form variable dist. The value of the constant nest is defined
using the channel set FRP nest. Since a specific value is
not determined in the RoboChart model, the communication
accepts any possible value (and introduces a nondeterminism
when set FRP nest is hidden).
The memory processes for a robotic platform or controller
are slightly different from those for state machines. A pro-
cess for a platform or controller not only accepts updates to
the memory variables, but also propagates updates down the
hierarchy to the memory of the state machines that require the
updated variables. The memory of a state machine caches the
variables it requires, so that the model of the machine itself is
independent of the location of the variables that it uses, that
is, the particular controller or robotic platform that provides
the variables that it requires.
Table 3 Summary of naming conventions in RoboChart semantics
Name Description
N C Qualified name of component C, where N is the
qualified name of its immediate parent
set C v!e Channel modelling assignment to variable v of
component C
set Ext C v Channel modelling external assignment to shared
variable v of component C
get C v Channel modelling reading of value in variable v of
component C
enter.id1.id2 Event marking the start of a state activation, where
id1 is the identifier of the state that requested
activation and id2 is the identifier of the state being
activated
entered.id1.id2 Event marking the completion of a state activation
exit.id1.id2 Event marking the start of a state deactivation, where
id1 is the identifier of the state that requested
deactivation and id2 is the identifier of the state
being deactivated
exited.id1.id2 Event marking the completion of a state deactivation
Memory C Process modelling the memory of a component C
S main Process modelling the behaviour of state S without
its substates
S R Process modelling the behaviour of state S taking
into account its substates, and restricting
transitions of S that can no longer occur
The memory of a robotic platform is modelled by a recur-
sive process that, at each step, accepts, for each variable v,
updates to v through a channel set v, and, for each controller
Ci that requires v, propagates the new value through channels
set Ext Ci v. There are no get channels, since, as mentioned
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above, the values of the variables are cached in the memory
processes for the state machines that use them.
The memory process for the platform in our example,
namely, Memory Foraging(dist), is as follows. It accepts
a value x for dist through set FRP dist, and propagates it
to ForagingC through set Ext FC dist. ObstacleAvoidance
does not require dist, so no additional propagation is needed.
Memory Foraging(dist) = let
Memory(dist) =
set FRP dist?x →
set Ext FC dist!x → Memory(x)
within
set FRP nest?nest → Memory(dist)
The parameter defines the initial value of dist.
In the definition of a module process, the platform-
memory process is composed in parallel with the pro-
cesses for the controllers synchronising on the set chan-
nels. In our example, Memory Foraging(0) is composed
in parallel with the parallel composition of the processes
ObstacleAvoidance and ForagingC. They synchronise on
set FRP and set Ext FC events for dist. The set channels
used to update the variables are visible, since they represent
changes to attributes of the platform, but the set channels
used to define the values of the constants and the set Ext
channels used just to define the internal propagation proto-
col are hidden.
Write access to a memory higher up in the hierar-
chy is accomplished by renaming ([[. . . ← . . .]]) the set
channels of a controller (or machine) process, when it is
composed to define a module (or controller). In our exam-
ple, the channel set FC dist used by the controller process
ForagingC (defined below) to update the variable dist is
renamed to set FRP dist, resulting in a process that inter-
acts directly with Memory Foraging.
The two channels set FC dist and set FRP dist for the
same variable dist represent assignments in different con-
texts. The channel set FRP dist represents assignment to
dist as a provided variable of the module with platform
ForagingRP (abbreviated to FRP). In the process for the
controller ForagingC (abbreviated here to FC), however, we
do not use set FRP dist to avoid dependence between the
semantics of the controller and that of the module where it
is used. This allows independent definition and, therefore,
analysis of the controller. On the other hand, when defining
the module, the two channels are identified (via renaming
and synchronisation) to guarantee that when the controller
assigns a value to dist, it is captured by the module.
Renaming is also used to deal with connections between
a controller and the platform. A controller event is uniquely
identified in the semantics by a qualified name determined
by the controller. If such an event is connected to an event
of the platform, a renaming to the platform event models the
connection. For example, the event transferred of the con-
troller ForagingC, whose qualified name in our example is
FC transferred, is renamed to FRP transferred, which is the
qualified name of the event transferred of the platform. The
same sort of renamings are applied to ObstacleAvoidance,
but are omitted in the sketch above for simplicity.
The visible interactions of a module, represented by visi-
ble CSP events of the module process, correspond to updates
to platform variables, via set channels, to events of the plat-
form, when they are accepted by a controller, and to calls and
returns to and from the platform operations. In our exam-
ple, they are events that use the channel set FRP dist, the
channels named after the events of ForagingRP (namely,
FRP collected, FRP stored, and so on), and channels named
after the operations in the interfaces GraspI and MovementI,
provided by ForagingRP, with suffix Call or Ret to indicate
an operation call or return (Fig. 2).
The semantics of a controller is the parallel composition
of the processes for its state machines interacting according
to their connections, and a memory process for the controller
variables. This semantics is similar to that of a module, but
the components are processes for state machines (Fig. 11)
and the controller memory.
For instance, the process below for ForagingC is the par-
allel composition of a process that interleaves the behaviours
of its state machines DTP and PositionEstimation, and its
memory process Memory ForagingC.
ForagingC =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
DTP
[[set DTP position ← set FC position, . . .]]
|||
PositionEstimation[[. . .]]
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
∣∣[{∣∣ set FC position, . . . , set Ext DTP dist ∣∣}]∣∣
Memory ForagingC(0, (0, 0))
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
\
{∣∣ . . . ∣∣}
Here, the machine processes are composed in interleaving
because they do not interact directly via RoboChart events,
only through the shared variable position. Like in the defini-
tion of a module, renamings deal with associations of local
and shared variables and with connections of events. In the
example, renamings are applied to the processes that model
the individual state machines to associate local (machine)
updates to the shared variable position into global (con-
troller) updates, and to associate connected events of the
machines. For instance, while the semantics of DTP uses the
channel set DTP position to write to position, the compo-
sition of DTP in the model of the controller renames this
channel to set FC position, thus allowing DTP to interact
directly with the controller’s memory process.
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Like in a module process, the parallel composition of the
parallelism of the state machine processes with the memory
process synchronises on events that update and propagate
changes to the variables. In addition, the channels used to
update variables in the controller memory (set FC position
in our example) and the channels used to propagate changes
to the state machine memories are hidden.
The memory process for a controller is similar to that
of a robotic platform, except that it must not only receive
updates and propagate changes, but also relay propagations
(of updates from the robotic platform to the state machines).
In our example, the memory process for the controller For-
agingC is shown below.
Memory ForagingC(dist, position) = let
Memory(dist, position) =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
set FC position?x →
set Ext DTP position!x →
set Ext PositionEstimation position!x →
Memory(dist, x)
 set Ext FC dist?x →
set Ext DTP dist!x →
set Ext PositionEstimation dist!x →
Memory(x, position)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
within
set FC nest?nest → Memory(dist, position)
The required constant nest is set at the start. Since the
controller declares a variable position and requires the
variable dist, it behaves differently for each of these vari-
ables. The variable position is treated similarly to dist in
Memory Foraging: updates are accepted and propagated.
The required variable dist, on the other hand, is not updated
directly here. Memory ForagingC simply relays values prop-
agated by the robotic platform, received through the channel
set Ext FC dist, to any state machine that requires that
value. Both machines of ForagingC require dist, so the value
received is propagated through the channel set Ext DTP dist
to DTP and through set Ext PositionEstimation dist to the
state machine PositionEstimation. The order chosen in the
semantics for propagation is arbitrary.
Below, we show the process for the machine DTP. It is a
parallel composition of two processes. One of them models
the behaviour of the state machine. It is itself defined by the
parallel composition of a process Init, which describes the
transition to the initial state, with the parallelism of processes
modelling the states.
DTP =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Init
|[EnterExitChannels]|⎛
⎝ExploringR|[Exploring S ∩ . . . ]|
. . .
⎞
⎠
\ (Exploring S ∩ . . .)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
\ ( \ RoboEvents)
∣∣[{∣∣ set DTP P, . . . , collected, . . . ∣∣}]∣∣
Memory DTP(0, (0, 0), 0, (0, 0))
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
[[collected.t0 ← collected, . . .]]
\
⎧⎨
⎩
∣∣∣∣∣∣
set DTP P, set DTP source, get DTP P,
get DTP source, get DTP dist,
get DTP position, get DTP nest
∣∣∣∣∣∣
⎫⎬
⎭
Init = enter.DTP.Exploring →
entered.DTP.Exploring → SKIP
Memory DTP models the state machine memory; it records
its local variables (and constant) and caches any required
variables. RoboEvents is the set of all CSP events represent-
ing visible interactions of the machine, namely RoboChart
events, accesses to shared variables, and operation calls and
returns. All CSP events (), except those in RoboEvents,
are hidden. Memory DTP synchronises with the process that
defines the behaviour of the machine on the set and get chan-
nels of all variables, and the events of the machine. The events
are renamed to remove transitions identifiers, and the get and
set channels are hidden, except for the set events of the shared
variables: dist and position in our example.
CSP events are used to model the control flow defined by
entering and exiting states via the channels enter, entered,
exit, and exited. They model the beginning and end of these
phases: entering or exiting a state is only completed when
the entry and exit actions are finished. This has an impact
on availability of transitions; for instance, the transitions of a
state are only possible once that state is entered. So, we use the
channel enter to start the entering stage, and entered to signal
its completion; similarly for exit and exited. Each channel
takes two parameters: the component that has requested the
action to start and the target of the request. For instance,
in Init above, DTP itself requests that the state Exploring
is entered using the event enter.DTP.Exploring. This event
synchronises with the event enter?s.Exploring offered by the
process ExploringR, which models the state Exploring. The
synchronisation instantiates s as DTP.
A process that models a state does so compositionally,
capturing only information about the state itself, irrespec-
tive of the context (composite state or state machine) where
it occurs. In general, a process for a state S may have two
components: processes S main, modelling the behaviours of
S, and S ch, capturing the behaviours of the children states,
if any. In this view, a state is potentially itself an indepen-
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dent software component that we can consider separately in
verification.
S main has the form sketched below.
S main =
enter?s.SID →⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
entry;
enter.SID.SSID → entered.SID.SSID →
entered.s.SID →⎛
⎜⎜⎝
during; STOP △⎛
⎝ transitions of S
all other transitions S
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
This process uses the identifier SID of S, and, for a com-
posite state, the identifier SSID of the state targeted by its
initial junction. S main accepts communications over enter
that request entry to S, executes its entry action, requests acti-
vation of SSID, waits for it to be completed, that is, for that
state to be entered, acknowledges entry to S, and executes
its during action while offering a choice of events that trig-
ger transitions. If a transition is taken, the during action is
interrupted (△). To cater for a during action that terminates,
the process during is followed by the deadlocked process
STOP. This ensures that the interruptions arising from the
transitions are not discarded by the termination, and remain
available for as long as the state is active.
The transitions offered are those of S (modelled by pro-
cesses denoted by transitions of S in the sketch above) and
all possible transitions, that is, transitions with all possible
valid triggers from and to all possible states, whether in the
diagram or not, except those from S and its substates (mod-
elled by processes denoted by all other transitions S above).
These are all the transitions that, if taken, lead to an exit of S,
like those of an ancestor of S. The transitions of the substates
of S are the only ones not considered here, because they can-
not lead to an exit of S, and, therefore, interruption of the
during action, since there are no inter-level transitions.
The role of the processes in all other transitions S is to
capture the possibility of a transition of an ancestor state of
S interrupting its execution without losing compositionality
in the model. We do not consider specifically the transitions
of the states where S occurs. The definition of S main does
not depend on the particular transitions of the ancestor states
of S: it accepts any transitions, not only its own, except those
of its substates. Since there are no inter-level transitions, the
transitions in the substates of S are dealt with separately, in
the processes for these substates themselves. As explained,
these transitions are not modelled in either transitions of S
or all other transitions S.
For illustration, Fig. 12 presents part of a diagram showing
a composite state S that is itself part of a composite state PS
with transitions numbered. Transitions like (3), from S, are
modelled in transitions of S, the transitions like (4), (5), (6),
(7), and (8) are modelled in all other transitions S, and those
like (1) and (2), between substates of S, are not modelled in
either transitions of S or all other transitions S.
Of course, as part of the behaviour of S, transitions from
states that are not related to S, that is, not substates nor ances-
tors of S, are never taken. If S is the current state, those
transitions are not actually available. Moreover, transitions
that are not in the diagram also are obviously never taken.
These transitions in S that cannot be taken are restricted as
part of defining the process for the parent statePS as explained
later in this section. The definition of S, however, does not
depend on the identification of the transitions of its ancestors
or even of the machine as a whole.
The transitions modelled in transitions of S and all
other transitions S are offered in choice (). In our exam-
ple, the process Exploring for the state of the same name
accepts the event collected, which is associated with its own
transition, but also all other possible transitions whether in
the diagram or not.
The semantics of a transition with identifier tid and trigger
e?x, receiving a value x, with a guard g, and with an action
tact, possibly defined in terms of x, from the state S to another
state R, with identifier RID, is captured by a process T of the
form indicated below.
T = e.tid?x → exit.SID.SID →
exit.SID?s → exited.SID.s → eact;
exited.SID.SID → tact;
enter.SID.RID → entered.SID.RID → S main
T is composed in choice with similar processes for each tran-
sition of S to define the process indicated in the sketch of
S main by transitions of S.
In T , if e occurs, then exiting of S is indicated by
exit.SID.SID and exited.SID.SID. In between, if S is a com-
posite state, we have the request from S for its active child
state (with identifier s) to exit and, after the confirmation
via exited.SID.s, the execution of the exit action eact of S.
Afterwards, the transition action tact is executed, and then
there is a request for R to be entered using enter and entered,
before recursing back to S main. This recursion makes the
behaviour of S available again; it can once again be requested
to enter. The guard g is not modelled in T , but in the memory
process for the machine discussed later.
Since, in the context of a transition for a state S, the deci-
sion to exit S comes from that state itself, in exit.SID.SID
and exited.SID.SID both identifiers are that of S, that is, SID.
In general, however, these channels are used to accept any
requests to, and acknowledge, exit from the state. So, we
need two identifiers. For instance, when S, as a parent state,
asks a child state to exit, the values of these identifiers are
different as shown in the sketch T itself.
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Fig. 12 Example of a partial
diagram with collections of
transitions identified. The
shaded areas represent
transitions modelled by the
processes transitions of S or
all other transitions S in our
sketch of S main
The events exit.SID.SID and exited.SID.SID enables val-
idation of a state machine by analysis of its internal control
flow. We can use exited events to analyse, for example, the
time spent in a state, by considering a version of the state
machine process where such events are visible. This kind of
validation is discussed later in Sect. 6.3.2. (We observe, how-
ever, that in the overall semantics such events are not visible,
and so properties specified in terms of these events are not
expected to be preserved by refinement. For example, in a
refinement, states may even be removed or added as long as
the externally observable behaviour is correct).
The processes TO in all other transitions S are similar. In
this case, the request to exit comes from another state as. In
addition, no account of the transition action is given, and no
new state is entered, because the interruption here is associ-
ated with transitions other than those of S and of its substates.
The control flow for these other transitions is handled in the
processes for their source state, if any, as further discussed
below.
TO = e.tid?x → exit?as.SID →
exit.SID?s → exited.SID.s → eact;
exited.as.SID → S main
In specifying the semantics of a parent state PS, from the state
process S, we need to define a more restricted process S R that
excludes transitions from a sibling state of S. (A sibling is a
state that has the same parent.) This is because it is the model
for the parent state that specifies the transitions available
between its children. So, the availability of transitions in S
that are actually controlled by one of its sibling states needs
to be blocked. In our example diagram sketch in Fig. 12, the
process S R still captures the transitions (3), (6), (7), and (8)
like S main, but not (4) and (5), which are for its sibling
states, and still not (1) and (2). Since we define S R as a
component of the process for its parent state (if any), we
still do have a compositional definition. In our example, for
instance, the model for DTP, uses the restricted version of
the state processes: Exploring R, GoToNest R, and so on.
In general, a process S R is defined as follows.
S R =⎛
⎝S|[αall other transitions S \ αall transitions PS]|
SKIP
⎞
⎠
Here, we use αall other transitions S to denote the set of
events for the transitions captured by the process denoted by
all other transitions S in S main. Similarly, αall
transitions PS contains the events for the transitions of PS,
including those whose semantics is captured in transitions
of PS and all other transitions PS.
The parallelism with SKIP blocks the transitions in the
synchronisation set. To explain this definition, we observe
that PS itself captures transitions as indicated in Fig. 12 for
any state. So, in this example, the set of transitions modelled
by all transitions PS includes (6), (7), and (8). These are the
transitions not to or from a substate of PS. In S R, we block
the transitions captured by all other transitions S, that is,
those that are not from S or its substates, that are not captured
by PS. These are exactly the transitions that are not from S
and are from a substate of PS. In Fig. 12, S R captures the
transitions like (3), (6), (7), and (8). The transitions like (4)
and (5), originating from a sibling state ofS inPS, are blocked.
They are captured by the processes for those sibling states.
This restricted process S R is used to complement the
model of PS, defined by the process PS main of the form
sketched above, with a model PS ch of its children. For the
example in Fig. 12, PS ch is defined in terms of S R, U R,
V R and W R. In general, for a state S, if S does not have
any substates, like Exploring, the overall model S of S is
just the process S main. If, on the other hand, S does have
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substates, its model is a parallel composition between S main
and another process S ch that models the children (Fig. 11).
The transitions captured by S ch are all those captured by
S main, plus those among the children (but not those among
further nested substates that might exist) of S.
The parallelism between S main and S ch captures the
transitions modelled in S main and the additional ones in
S ch. Synchronisation is required on the transitions captured
by both processes, namely, those of S main. For S in Fig. 12,
this parallelism captures transitions like all those shown: (1)
to (8). The behaviour for transitions like (1) and (2) is defined
solely by S ch, while that for the other transitions it requires
agreement. The specific behaviour of a transition like (3) is
defined in S main, by a process like T above. In S ch, that
transition is enabled without further restrictions. It is consid-
ered in S ch only because it is allowed by the definitions of
S1 and S2, which are independent of the context defined by
S as their parent state.
S main and S ch also synchronise on the flow events enter,
entered, exit, and exited that target a child state, but are not
from another child state. This ensures that entering and exit-
ing of the children states that are not requested by another
child are requested by S main.
S ch is a parallel composition of the restricted processes
for S’s children synchronising on the flow events. Use of the
restricted processes ensures that the model of each child does
not affect the transitions from its sibling states. Synchroni-
sation on the flow events captures the sequential flow among
the children states.
Memory DTP(P, source, dist, position), the memory pro-
cess for the state machine DTP, is below.
Memory DTP(P, source, dist, position) = let
Memory(P, source, dist, position, nest) =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
set DTP P?x →
Memory(x, source, dist, position, nest)
 get DTP P!P →
Memory(P, source, dist, position, nest)
 set DTP dist?x → . . .
 get DTP dist!dist → . . .
 set Ext DTP dist?x → . . .
 get DTP nest!nest → . . .
 (dist > P)&internal.t2 → . . .
 . . .
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
within
set DTP nest?nest →
Memory(P, source, dist, position, nest)
While a state machine can write directly to the memory of the
controller, it does not read values directly. The state machine
memory process keeps a copy of the required variables, and
accepts updates that keep their values synchronised through
the use of set Ext events. Our example above is for a process
that manages four variables: local variables P and source,
and required variables dist and position. For P and source,
we have set and get channels. For dist and position, we
in addition have set Ext channels used by the controller to
update the variables. The value for the required constant nest
is defined like in the memory processes for platforms and
controllers, but, unlike in those cases, the value chosen is
passed to the local recursive process Memory, where it is
offered through a get event. We note that Memory DTP is
agnostic to the particular controller that uses this machine
and may actually hold the values of the required variables.
A state machine memory process also models the evalua-
tion of guards, this is captured by extra processes combined
in the choice above. For instance, the transition fromGoToN-
est to WaitForTransfer in Fig. 3 has a guard [dist > P]. As
explained, this transition is modelled as part of the semantics
of the state GoToNest by the process below, where, we do
not model the guard, and since the transition is not associated
with an event, we use a channel internal for its trigger.
This process waits for a synchronisation on the channel
internal, which is later hidden. The parameter of internal,
t2, is the identifier of the transition. Next, the process indi-
cates that the state is being exited using the channel exit; the
parameters are the identifier GTN of GoToNest and indicate
that this state is exiting itself. Since there are no substates and
no exit actions, the exiting terminates immediately, which is
indicated by the channel exited, and the entering of the state
WaitForTransfer with identifier WFT is requested using the
channel enter. Finally, the transition waits on the channel
entered for the state WaitForTransfer to finish entering and
recurses to the process GoToNest, which models GoToNest
when inactive.
internal.t2 →
exit.GTN .GTN → exited.GTN .GTN →
enter.GTN .WFT → entered.GTN .WFT →
GoToNest
As illustrated, a transition process does not evaluate any
guard. This is done by the machine memory process.
In our example, Memory DTP includes a choice
[dist > P]& internal.t2 → Memory DTP(. . .). The guard
is re-evaluated on every memory update, and the result
restricts the occurrence of the transition in the semantics
of GoToNest by making the communication on internal.t2
available or not.
The process S for a state gives an independent and com-
positional account of its behaviour. A state in a hierarchical
machine can potentially model a significant component of
the system [15]. Our approach facilitates the definition of a
refinement technique for state machines like that in [67] for
SysML, and enables compositional verification of states. For
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instance, if a state S is shown to be refined by a state T, any
state machine that contains S is guaranteed to be refined by
the same state machine with T substituted for S. Composi-
tionality is particularly relevant for us in the long term, as
we are interested in refinement techniques to support proof
of correctness of software.
The models just described can be automatically gen-
erated by our RoboTool presented in Sect. 5.1. For that,
RoboTool implements the transformation rules that formalise
our semantics, which we describe next.
4.3 Formalisation
The semantics of RoboChart is formalised by a set of func-
tions from RoboChart to CSP models. The main function
[[ ]]M is for modules; it is shown in Fig. 13. It takes a value
of the type Module (see Fig. 7) as an argument, used in a
where clause to determine its robotic platform (rp), con-
trollers (ctrls), connections (cons), the set of asynchronous
connections not involving the platform (asyncs), and the set
of events of asynchronous connections (evasyncs). The set
asyncs of asynchronous connections is defined by a set com-
prehension as the set of all connections c of the module m,
such that c is asynchronous (c.async) and none of its ends
(c.from and c.to) is the platform. The set RoboticPlatform is
the syntactic category of models of robotic platforms defined
in the metamodel. The set asyncs is used to calculate the set
evasyncs of identifiers for the events associated with asyn-
chronous connections. This set includes the identifier of the
source (c.efrom) and target (c.eto) events of the connec-
tions. These unique identifiers are determined by the function
eventId.
Set comprehensions are often used in our semantics to
define sets succinctly. The notation for set comprehensions
we use is that adopted in Z. For example, {x : T | P(x) •
f (x)}, where x is a variable name, T is a set, P is a predicate,
and f is a function, denotes the set of values obtained by
applying the function f to all values x in T such that P(x) is
true. Both the predicate and function parts of a set compre-
hension can be omitted, in which case they are interpreted as
the value true and the identify function, respectively.
The result of [[ ]]M is a value of type CSPProcess that
represents a CSP process. This value defines a process via
the constructor functions hiding, exception, generalisedPar-
allel, and replicatedInterleave, as well as several functions
described later: buffer, modMemory, and so on. Definitions
such as that of [[ ]]M in Fig. 13 are hard to read due to the
usage of CSP constructors as functions; for this reason, we
present our semantic functions here in a more readable style
as rules. For the definition of [[ ]]M, for instance, we have
Rule 1 instead.
In each rule definition, we identify the name of the func-
tion, its parameters, and return type in the header, and specify
Fig. 13 Semantic function for Modules
the function in the body of the rule. Our meta-notation is
straightforward, and we underline its terms, which are used to
specify the CSP processes (for example, the where clauses),
and use standard mathematical italic font for CSP terms (for
example, Skip).
The result of applying [[ ]]M to our running example, that
is, the module Foraging in Fig. 5, is the process Foraging
defined in the previous section. It is worth mentioning, how-
ever, that, for clarity, we have made some simplifications
to the Foraging definition. First, since there are no asyn-
chronous interactions between controllers in Foraging, the
replicated interleaving over connections in asyncs in Rule 1
is over the empty set, and omitted. Additionally, since none
of the controllers in this example terminates, the interrup-
tion Θ{end} and hiding \ {end} are redundant and also
omitted. We explain these elements of Rule 1 in more detail
next.
The semantic function buffer takes an asynchronous con-
nection c as argument and defines a process that models a
buffer of size one. It always accepts an input, possibly over-
riding a previously buffered value, and provides an output, if
available. The input and output channels match those for c in
evasyncs; they associate the buffer specifically with c. The
rule that defines buffer and some other rules omitted here
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Rule 1. Semantics of modules [[m : Module]]M : CSPProcess =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
||| c : asyncs • buffer(c)
|[evasyncs]|⎛
⎝modMemory(m)|[memoryChannels(m)]|
composeControllers(m, ctrls, cons)
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ \ hiddenModuleChannels(m)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠Θ{end}Skip
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ \ {end}
where
ctrls = 〈x : m.controllers〉
cons = m.connections
asyncs = {c : cons | c.async ∧ {c.from, c.to} ∩ RoboticPlatform = ∅}
evasyncs = {c : asyncs • eventId(c.eto)} ∪ {c : asyncs • eventId(c.efrom)}
Rule 2. Composition of controllers
composeControllers(m : Module, ctrls : Seq(Controller), cons : Set(Connection)) : CSPProcess =
if #ctrls = 1 then
renamingController(m,head ctrls, cons)
else
renamingController(m,head ctrls, cons) |[ connevts ]| composeControllers(m, tail ctrls, cons)
where
connevts = renCtrlEvts(m,head ctrls, cons) ∩
⋃
{c : tail ctrls • renCtrlEvts(m, c, cons)}
are in [96], and are implemented in RoboTool, presented in
Sect. 5.1.
In Rule 1, we have one buffer for each asynchronous con-
nection in asyncs. The buffers are combined in interleaving.
If asyncs is empty, the interleaving reduces to Skip, the pro-
cess that terminates immediately without any interaction. The
interleaving is in parallel with the processes for the platform
memory and for the controllers, synchronising on the events
in evasyncs.
The function modMemory takes a module and defines a
memory process for it, that is, a process to hold its platform’s
variables. The set memoryChannels(m) includes the chan-
nels used for interaction with this memory process, used for
communication with the controllers.
The function composeControllers (Rule 2) takes a mod-
ule, a sequence of controllers, and a set of connections, and
defines the parallel process that composes the controller pro-
cesses. Finally, hiddenModuleChannels takes a module and
determines the set of channels used internally by that mod-
ule’s process.
The parallelisms and hiding of the CSP events identi-
fied by hiddenModuleChannels(m) in Rule 1 formalise the
account of a module process in the previous section. To deal
with termination, however, that process is composed with an
exception operator that leads to Skip whenever the end event
occurs. An exception PΘAQ is a process that behaves like P
until an event in the set A occurs, when it behaves like Q.
The parallel composition of controllers in a sequence
ctrls is calculated recursively as shown in Rule 2. It con-
structs the parallel process that composes the semantics of the
first controller (head ctrls) renamed according to its connec-
tions, and the process for the remaining controllers (tail ctrls)
defined via a recursion. The renaming applied to a con-
troller process is given by renamingController(m, c, cons),
which defines the process for the controller c, and the renam-
ing to capture the connections cons. The parallel processes
synchronise on the events in connevts, which contains the
connection events common to the first and the remaining
controllers after renaming. They are determined by the func-
tion renCtrlEvts(m, c, cons), which considers the renaming
effected by renamingController(m, c, cons).
The definition of renamingController(m, c, cons), omit-
ted here, uses the function [[ ]]C, which gives the semantics of
a controller c. It is defined similarly to the semantics of a mod-
ule as shown in Rule 3. The memory process ctrlMemory(c)
is composed in parallel with composeMachines(c,ms, cs),
which is the parallel composition of the processes for c’s state
machines, synchronising on the events in lvars ∪ rvars. These
include the writing events (set) for local variables (identified
by allLocalVariables(c)) and the writing events (set Ext) for
the required variables (allRequiredVariables(c)). Similarly,
the memory and controller processes also synchronise on
the events in lconsts ∪ rconsts, which include the writing
events (set) for the local and required constants. The paral-
lel composition does not include buffers because connections
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Rule 3. Semantics of controllers [[c : ControllerDef]]C : CSPProcess =
((composeMachines(c,ms, cs) |[ lvars ∪ rvars ∪ lconsts ∪ rconsts ]| ctrlMemory(c)) \ (lvars ∪ rvars ∪ lconsts))Θ{end}Skip
where
ms = 〈x : c.machines〉
cs = c.connections
lvars ={|v : allLocalVariables(c) •set vid(v) |}
rvars ={|v : allRequiredVariables(c) •set Ext vid(v)|}
lconsts ={|v : allLocalConstants(c) •set vid(v) |}
rconsts ={|v : allRequiredConstants(c) •set vid(v)|}
Rule 4. Controller memory ctrlMemory(c : ControllerDef) : CSPProcess =
let Memory(vars)=̂
 v : lvars • set vid(v)?x → (o9 m : rmachines(v) • set Ext vid(v,m)!x → Skip); Memory(vars[name(v) := x])

 v : rvars • set Ext vid(v)?x → (o9 m : rmachines(v) • set Ext vid(v,m)!x → Skip); Memory(vars[name(v) := x])
within
constInit(c); Memory(varvalues)
where
ms = c.machines
lvars = allLocalVariables(c)
rvars = requiredVariables(c)
vars = 〈v : rvars ∪ lvars • name(v)〉
varvalues = 〈v : rvars ∪ lvars • initial(v)〉
rmachines = ˘ v • {m : ms | v ∈ requiredVariables(m)}
Rule 5. Semantics of state machines [[stm : StateMachineDef]]STM : CSPProcess =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎝
(
initialisation(stm) |[ flowevts ]| composeStates(ss, stm)
)
\ {|enter, entered, exit, exited|}
|[getsetChannels(stm) ∪ trigEvents(stm)]|
stmMemory(stm)
⎞
⎠
[[renameTriggerEvents(stm)]] \ getsetLocalChannels(stm) ∪ {|internal|}
⎞
⎟⎟⎠Θ{end}Skip
where
flowevts =
⋃
{x :SIDS\states(stm); y : states(stm) •{|enter.x.y, entered.x.y, exit.x.y, exited.x.y|}}
ss = 〈x : stm.nodes | s ∈ State〉
between machines are always synchronous. The set events of
the local variables (collected in lvars) and local constants (in
lconsts), and the set Ext events of the required variables (in
rvars) are then hidden, with termination accounted for as in
the semantics of modules: by capturing the event end through
an exception Θ and terminating.
The memory process for a controller is specified by Rule 4;
it differs from that for a robotic platform in that it accepts
set Ext events for each required variable, which are used
to propagate updates to shared variables. Since a controller
memory is never read directly, this process does not accept
get events.
The function ctrlMemory(c) defines a parameterised
recursive process Memory(vars) that at each step reads a
value through one of two types of channels: set for local
variables and set Ext for required variables. The parameters
vars are the names name(v) of both local variables (lvars)
and required variables (rvars). For each of them, depend-
ing on their nature (local or required), Memory(vars) offers,
in a choice, a different communication. For a variable v in
lvars, it accepts a value through the channel set vid(v); here
vid(v) specifies the qualified name of v. Next, Memory(vars)
propagates sequentially (o9) the received value x to all
machines m in the controller that require v using the chan-
nel set Ext vid(v,m). The sequence of such machines is
determined by rmachines(v); the order in this sequence is
arbitrary. The name vid(v,m) is the qualified name of v in
the machine m. Finally, Memory(vars) recurses with argu-
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ment name(v) as x (vars[name(v) := x]). For a variable v
in rvars, the memory process accepts through set Ext vid(v)
a value being propagated from a platform, and propagates it
to the machines, as for local variables. The controller mem-
ory is defined by an interleaving constInit(c) of set events
for constants of the controller, followed by the instantiation
of Memory(vars) with arguments varvalues that define the
initial values initial(v) for the variables v in the memory.
The definition of composeMachines is similar to that of
composeControllers in Rule 2, and omitted here. It uses the
semantic function for a state machine, specified by Rule 5.
The definition in Rule 5 follows the pattern in Rules 1
and 3: the semantics of the component (state machine, here)
is composed in parallel with a memory process defined by
stmMemory(stm).
There are two main differences here. First, the seman-
tics of a machine stm is itself the parallel composi-
tion of an initialisation process initialisation(stm) and
the parallel composition of the state processes defined
by composeStates(〈s : stm.nodes | s ∈ State〉, stm). The
arguments here are a sequence containing the nodes of
stm that are a state, as opposed to a junction, and stm
itself, which defines how those states are used. Second,
the memory process stmMemory(stm) accepts not only
get, set, and set Ext events, but also triggers of the tran-
sitions of the machine to support the evaluation of guards.
So, the synchronisation set includes get and set events for
the machine variables (and constants), local and required,
defined by getsetChannels(stm), and the transition trigger
events, defined by trigEvents(stm), including events of the
special channel internal used for transitions without trig-
ger. The memory process stmMemory(stm) is defined in
Rule 12. We rename the transition trigger events
(renameTriggerEvents(stm)) to remove the transition iden-
tifiers, and hide the events (in getsetLocalChannels(stm))
that use the channels internal, get, or set for local variables
or constants.
The initialisation process initialisation(stm) defines the
semantics of the sequences of transitions from the initial junc-
tion to a state. We note that it is possible that, from the initial
junction, there can be several transitions to other junctions
before a state is reached. The function composeStates is
specified in Rule 6.
The initialisation and states processes synchronise on the
set flowevts, which contains enter, entered, exit, and exited
events. This synchronisation plays two roles. First, it allows
initialisation(stm) to request machine states to be entered.
For that, it uses events enter.x.y and entered.x.y, where x is
the machine identifier, and y is a state of the machine. Sec-
ond, the synchronisation blocks the possibility of any other
machine or states outside stm requesting states of stm to be
entered or exited. For that, flowevts includes events whose
first parameter x is any identifier in SIDS, but not in the set
states(stm) of identifiers for the states of stm. SIDS includes
the machine identifier itself, and that caters for requests from
initialisation(stm). By including the identifiers of all other
machines and of states not in stm, which are not used in
initialisation(stm), the synchronisation blocks them. They
are allowed by composeStates because the semantics of the
states is agnostic to the context, including the machine and
any sibling states, that can request their entering and exiting.
The second parameter y of the events of flowevts is an iden-
tifier in states(stm), since it is the states of stm that can be
requested to be entered and exited.
Composition of states is defined by Rule 6; it takes a
sequence of states ss and their node container p. In Rule 5,
the node container is the state machine. In Rule 8, where
composeStates is used to define the semantics of a compos-
ite state, the container is that state.
The definition of composeStates(ss,p) follows a pattern
similar to that used for controllers (Rule 2) . The restricted
semantics (defined later by Rule 10) of the first state of
ss (head ss) is composed in parallel with the composition
of the semantics of the rest of the sequence of states (tail ss)
calculated recursively, synchronising on the set cflowevts of
their common flow events. This set is calculated similarly
to the set connevts in Rule 2, and consists of the intersec-
tion of the set of events obtained by applying the function
flowEvents to the first state, and the union of the sets obtained
by applying flowEvents to the rest of the states.
The function flowEvents is given by Rule 7. It takes a state
s and a node container p as parameters, and returns a value
of type ChannelSet that represents a set of CSP events. The
channel set returned by the function flowEvents contains the
enter, entered, exit and exited events that represent requests
or acknowledgements from s or to s. One of the two parame-
ters y of each event is the identifier id(s) of s, and the other is
the identifier of one of the children of its container p, that is,
s itself or one of its siblings. These events allow s to request
any of its siblings to enter or exit, and any of the sibling states
to request s to enter or exit.
Rule 6 uses a restricted semantics of states, also used to
give semantics of substates. We present here first the seman-
tics of (composite) states in Rule 8, and then the restricted
semantics for a state in a container in Rule 10. The semantics
of simple states is similar and simpler.
Rule 8 defines [[s]]S as a parallelism of two processes.
The first, Inactive, models the intrinsic behaviours of the
state, that is, its actions and transitions. The second paral-
lel process is composeStates(〈x : states(s)〉, s); it accounts
for the semantics of the children of s in a similar fashion
as the semantics of state machines, controllers, and mod-
ules handle the semantics of their components. The parallel
processes synchronise on the events in the set flowtrigevts,
defined in Rule 9 by the functionflowTriggerEvents, with the
flow events (those in flowevts) hidden. The set flowtrigevts
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Rule 6. Composition of states composeStates(ss : Seq(State),p : NodeContainer) : CSPProcess =
if #ss = 1 then
restrictedState(p,head ss)
else
(restrictedState(p,head ss) |[ cflowevts ]| composeStates(tail ss,p)) \ cflowevts
where
cflowevts = flowEvents(head ss,p) ∩
⋃
{s : tail ss • flowEvents(s,p)}
Rule 7. Flow events flowEvents(s : State,p : NodeContainer) : ChannelSet =
⋃
{x : states(p); y : {id(s)} • {|enter.y.x, entered.y.x, exit.y.x, exited.y.x, enter.x.y, entered.x.y, exit.x.y, exited.x.y|}}
Rule 8. Semantics of composite states [[s : State]]S : CSPProcess =
let
Inactive=̂enter?o : sids.id(s)→ Activating(o)
Activating(o)=̂[[s.entry]]Action; initialisation(s); entered.o.id(s)→ ([[s.during]]Action; Stop) △⎛
⎜⎜⎝
 t : transitionsFrom(s) • [[t, s, false]]TInactive,Activating

 e : Event • if(e.type == null) then eventId(e)?x : tids → exit; Inactive
else eventId(e)?x : tids?y → exit; Inactive
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
within
(Inactive |[ flowtrigevts ]| composeStates(〈x : states(s)〉, s)) \ flowevts
where
flowtrigevts = flowTriggerEvents(s)
flowevts =
⋃
{x :SIDS\states(s); y : states(s) •{|enter.x.y, entered.x.y, exit.x.y, exited.x.y|}}
sids =SIDS \ {id(s)}
exit =exit?as : sids.id(s)→ exitSubstates(s); [[s.exit]]Action; exited.as.id(s)→ Skip
tids =TIDS \ tIDS(s)
is used to restrict the flow and trigger events to ensure we have
a compositional semantics for states as explained before.
The first parallel process Inactive specifies the initialisa-
tion of susing enter . The communication on enter is a request
originating from any other state, with identifier o in sids, for
s to be entered. The definition of sids ensures that the request
can come from any state (or machine), but not s. A request
from s itself is handled by the process for the transitions from
s. After the request, the initialisation proceeds to the second
process, Activating, which takes o as argument.
Activating(o) executes the entry-action process of s, that
is, [[s.entry]]Action, requests initialisation of the machine
in s, if any, using initialisation(s), indicates that s has fin-
ished entering using entered, and executes the during-action
process [[s.during]]Action, while offering the possibility of
interruption by a transition process. For a during action, its
semantics ([[s.during]]Action) is composed with Stop. The
transition processes are offered in external choice; there are
two groups: (1) transitions that start in s and (2) transitions
that can interrupt s if present in an ancestor state, includ-
ing those without trigger, modelled using semantic internal
events.
A transition t in the first group transitionsFrom(s) is given
semantics by [[t, s, false]]TP,Q. Besides t, this function takes
as arguments the source of t, which is s here, a boolean indi-
cating whether that source is an initial node, which is false
here, and processes P and Q as parameters. These model the
source state of t, when inactive, in the case of P, and after
entering has been requested, in the case of Q. If t exits the
state, [[t, s, false]]TP,Q proceeds to P. If t is a self-transition,
[[t, s, false]]TP,Q proceeds to Q. In Rule 8, these arguments
are the processes Inactive and Activating. The semantics of
transitions is given by Rule 11.
The second group contains all possible transitions that
could appear in any ancestor state. In the semantics, the
set of all trigger events contains all pairs e.tid, where e
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Rule 9. Synchronisation events between parent state and substates flowTriggerEvents(s : State) : ChannelSet =
({|e : Event; t : TIDS • e.t|} \ substatesTriggers(s))
∪⋃
{x :SIDS\states(s); y : states(s) •{|enter.x.y, entered.x.y, exit.x.y, exited.x.y|}}
is any event, that is, an element of Event, which includes
the internal events, and tid is any identifier from a set
TIDS of valid transition identifiers. Those for the transi-
tions of s and its substates, determined by the function
tIDS(s), cannot identify transitions of ancestors of s. So, we
only need to consider transitions with identifiers in the set
tids =TIDS \ tIDS(s). The name of the trigger event is that
determined by eventId(e). Parameters y of typed events, that
is, those for which e.type is not null, are modelled as param-
eters of the CSP channel eventId(e). After the trigger event,
the state can be exited, as defined by the process exit.
The process exit waits for a synchronisation on the chan-
nel exit, requests and waits for the active substate, if any,
to exit, using the process exitSubstates(s), executes its exit-
action process [[s.exit]]Action, and indicates completion of the
exiting process through exited. After executing the process
exit, Activating(o) recurses to Inactive so that s accepts new
requests to be entered.
The synchronisation set between Inactive and the compo-
sition of substates is given by Rule 9. It specifies the events
used by a parent state s to interact with its children. This set
includes all the pairs of events e and transition identifiers t,
that is, trigger events of the semantics, except those for tran-
sitions of the substates of s, defined by substatesTriggers(s).
Additionally, flowTriggerEvents(s) includes the flow events
enter, entered, exit, and exited, where the first parameter x
does not identify a child of s: it is in SIDS \ states(s), and
the second parameter y identifies one of those substates. As
illustrated in the previous section, the result is that requests
to enter or exit a substate by a non-sibling state can come
only from the parent state.
Rule 10 gives the restricted semantics of a state s, which
captures its behaviour when used in a given node con-
tainer (machine or parent state) p. It is discussed in Sect. 4.2
and used in Rule 6.
As explained previously, the semantics of a state is com-
positional and offers not only its own transitions, but also
any transition that could possibly belong to one of its ances-
tors to account for the behaviour of composite states. When
composing the process for a state s into the semantics of a
container p, information about the identifiers of the transi-
tions of the sibling states becomes available. Since exit from
a state cannot be requested due to such a transition, we block
the events in the process for s for transitions with those iden-
tifiers. This is achieved by synchronising that process with
Skip on all possible transitions not from or in s, defined by
all other transitions S, except those corresponding to actual
transitions in p: in the set all transitions PS of transitions
from s and its siblings.
The set of all transitions wholly contained within a state
s is given by allTransitions(s); it determines the transitions
between the substates of s (at any depth), but not the tran-
sitions starting at s itself. With the set transitionsFrom(s),
on the other hand, we get exactly the transitions that start
at s. These functions are used to define the set of identifiers
tidsfromwithin of the transitions from and within s, which
is used to specify the set all other transitions S. In the def-
inition of all transitions PS, the event of a transition t of p
is obtained by t.trigger.event as defined in the metamodel.
The semantics of transitions is given by Rule 11. It takes a
transition t, a node container origin, a boolean value initial,
and processes P and Q. This function is called recursively to
cover all the transitions in a flow starting in a state or initial
junction and finishing in a state. The parameters origin and
initial record the starting point of the flow, that is, the source of
the first transition, and whether or not it is an initial junction.
If the source is a state, P andQmodel it: P, when it is inactive,
and Q, after entering has been requested.
Since it is called recursively, Rule 11 distinguishes the
possible starting points src of a transition: a state, an initial
junction, or just a junction (that is not initial). In each case,
it produces a slightly different process.
If it is a state, the process consists of a communica-
tion given by the semantics [[t.trigger]]id(t)Trigger of the trigger
(potentially non-existent, leading to an event that uses the
channel internal), and a process that exits the state and moves
on to the target of the transition. This process consists of a
communication on exit to indicate that exiting of src has
started, exitSubstates(src) to request and wait for the active
child, if any, to exit, the process [[src.exit]]Action for the exit
action, an indication through exited that the exiting is fin-
ished, the process [[t.action]]Action for the transition action,
and, finally, compileTarget(tgt, src, false)P,Q, a process that
captures the execution of the target. For example, if that target
is a state, it is a request to enter that state. If it is a junction,
we have a recursive call to deal with the transitions from
that junction, and so compileTarget has the same parame-
ters declared in Rule 11 itself.
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Rule 10. Restricted semantics of states restrictedState(p : NodeContainer, s : State) :CSPProcess =
[[s]]S |[ all other transitions S \ all transitions PS ]| Skip
where
tidsfromwithin = {t : transitionsFrom(s) ∪ allTransitions(s) • id(t)}
all other transitions S = {e : Event; tid : TIDS \ tidsfromwithin • eventId(e).tid}
all transitions PS = {e : Event; tid : TIDS • eventId(e).tid} \ {t : allTransitions(p) • eventId(t.trigger.event).id(t)}
Rule 11. Semantics of transitions [[t : Transition, origin : NodeContainer, initial : boolean]]P,QT : CSPProcess =
if src ∈ State
[[t.trigger]]
id(t)
Trigger → exit.id(src).id(src)→ exitSubstates(src); [[src.exit]]Action; exited.id(src).id(src)→ [[t.action]]Action;
compileTarget(tgt, src, false)P,Q
else if src ∈ Initial
internal.id(t) → [[t.action]]Action; compileTarget(tgt,parent(src), true)P,Q
else if src ∈ Junction
internal.id(t) → [[t.action]]Action; compileTarget(tgt, origin, initial)P,Q
where
src = t.source
tgt = t.target
Rule 12. State machine memory stmMemory(stm : StateMachineDef) : CSPProcess =
let Memory(vars) =̂
 v : lvars • get vid(v)!name(v) → Memory(vars)  set vid(v)?x → Memory(vars[name(v) := x])

 v : rvars • ( get vid(v)!name(v) → Memory(vars)  set vid(v)?x → Memory(vars[name(v) := x])

set Ext vid(v)?x → Memory(vars[name(v) := x]))

 v : allConstants(stm) • get vid(v)!name(v) → Memory(vars)

 t : allTransitions(stm) • memoryTransition(t); Memory(vars)
within
constInitSTM(consts, stm,Memory(varvalues))
where
rvars = requiredVariables(stm)
lvars = allLocalVariables(stm)
consts = 〈v : allConstants(stm) • v〉
vars = 〈v : rvars ∪ lvars • name(v)〉 〈v : consts • name(v)〉
varvalues = 〈v : rvars ∪ lvars • initial(v)〉 〈v : consts • name(v)〉
The process when the source is an initial junction is
slightly simpler, as there is no trigger, and no state to
exit. In this case, the process accepts a synchronisation on
the channel internal (corresponding to the empty trigger)
with the identifier of the transition (id(t)) as a parame-
ter, followed by the execution of the transition action and
compileTarget(tgt,parent(src), true)P,Q. Here, the second
argument is the parent of src. This argument is used to request
the target state to be entered, and if the source is an initial
node, that request comes from the parent state (or machine).
The semantics when the source is a regular junction is similar
to that of initial junctions, except that the parameters origin
and initial of the rule are passed on directly to compileTarget.
The parameters origin and initial are used by the function
compileTarget to identify whether the sequence of transi-
tions whose semantics is being defined starts in an initial
state, and whether that sequence forms a cycle returning to
the initial state. In the first case, the sequence of transitions
does not lead to exiting a state (unlike regular transitions), and
must lead to the execution of the remaining behaviours (for
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instance, executing the during action) of the state that con-
tains the initial junction. In the second case, the sequence of
transitions must lead to the behaviour specified by the second
processQ given as parameter. This is needed to guarantee that
after a cycle, the source state is not waiting to be activated, as
it has already been entered by the final transition of the cycle.
The parameters P and Q are the continuation processes used
to build the mutually recursive processes of a state (Rule 8).
The memory process of a machine is defined by Rule 12.
Like Rule 4, this rule defines a recursive parameterised
process (Memory(vars)). At each step it offers, in choice,
get vid(v) and set vid(v) events for each local variable of
the state machine (lvars), events get vid(v), set vid(v) and
set Ext vid(v) for each required variable (rvars), get vid(v)
events for each local and required constant
(allConstants(stm)), and processes memoryTransition(t)
offering the events of each of the transitions t of the machine.
The choices involving events set vid(v) and set Ext vid(v)
result in recursive calls where the parameter for the variable
is replaced with the received value, and all other choices lead
to recursive calls with unchanged parameters.
Like in Rule 4, the values of the loose (local and required)
constants c1, c2, . . ., that is, those whose values are not
determined in the machine, are read via set channels. Here,
however, as defined by the function constInitSTM (omit-
ted) they are read in an (arbitrary) order set c1?c1 →
set c1?c2 → . . .. This defines a scope where the names
c1, c2, . . . are defined. In addition, in a let-expression, the
constants whose values are defined in the machine are
declared locally with their values. All constant names are
used as arguments in Memory(. . . , c1, c2, . . .) to define the
values of the constants in the call to the process Memory.
Unlike the platform and controller memory processes, here
we need to record the values of the constants as parameters
to make them available via get channels to the machine.
As previously said, state machines can also be used to
define operations. In this case, the semantics of the opera-
tion is a parameterised process that takes the arguments of
the operation as parameters. Apart from that, the process that
defines the semantics is exactly that of a state machine pre-
sented above (Rule 5).
State machines may contain actions, which are composed
of statements. Statements may contain expressions, and these
expressions must be evaluated before the statement is exe-
cuted. Since variables are recorded in a memory process, the
values used in a statement must be first read from the memory,
and a local context must be created where the statement can
be executed. Rule 13 specifies this behaviour. It takes a state-
ment s, and uses a function readState to construct a process
that reads a set of variables from the memory creating a local
context, and executes the statement in that context. The set
of variables is calculated using the function usedVariables,
and the basic semantics of a statement is given by the func-
tion [[ ]]Statement. The semantics for statements, expressions,
triggers, and so on is standard and omitted here, but is in [96].
Next, we present RoboTool, which implements the seman-
tic rules above to calculate fully automatically a CSP model
for a RoboChart diagram.
5 Verification and validation
The well-formedness conditions and semantics defined in
the previous sections allow us to both validate and verify our
models. In particular, verification can be performed using
the CSP model-checker FDR [41]. To that end, some level
of automation is necessary. This has been achieved in the
form of a prototype tool called RoboTool, which we discuss
in the next section. Section 5.2 further expands on the use of
model-checking technology for the verification of properties.
Finally, in Sect. 5.3, we discuss some examples.
5.1 Tool support
RoboTool6 is a set of Eclipse7 plug-ins implemented using
the Xtext8 and Sirius9 frameworks.
Modelling We have used the Eclipse Modeling Frame-
work (EMF) to implement the metamodel presented in
Sect. 3.2 as a basis to generate a textual editor using Xtext
and a graphical editor using Sirius. The textual notation is
used exclusively as an internal representation specific to
RoboTool. A different implementation of RoboChart might
choose a different representation.
Figure 14 shows RoboTool with a number of dia-
grams open. The RoboTool window has four areas: model
explorer (top-left), outline (bottom-left), graphical editor
(top-right), and properties/problems (bottom-right).
The area for the graphical editor itself is divided into two
parts: the diagram canvas (left) and the tool palette (right).
RoboChart diagrams are constructed in the diagram canvas
using tools from the palette; additionally, diagrams can be
edited by double-clicking (for example, to edit names and
actions), or by right-clicking elements and selecting actions
from the menu.
The graphical editor constructs a RoboChart model and
automatically verifies all the well-formedness conditions
described in Sect. 3.3 and [96], and type compatibility in
expressions and statements. We describe the implementation
of these checks below.
6 www.cs.york.ac.uk/circus/RoboCalc/robotool/.
7 www.eclipse.org.
8 www.eclipse.org/xtext.
9 www.eclipse.org/sirius.
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Rule 13. Semantics of statements in context [[s : Statement]]StatementInContext : CSPProcess =
readState(usedVariables(s), [[s]]Statement)
Fig. 14 RoboChart textual and graphical editors
Fig. 15 Implementation of the well-formedness condition J1 for junctions
Validation The well-formedness conditions are imple-
mented through the validation mechanism provided by Xtext.
Each condition is associated with one or more validation rules
implemented by a method written in Java or Xtend10 and
annotated with @Check. Figure 15 shows the implementa-
tion of the well-formedness condition J1 for junctions (see
Sect. 3.3).
10 A dialect of Java (www.eclipse.org/xtend/).
The method in Fig. 15 first checks if its argument j
is an initial junction (j instanceof Initial). If so,
the condition being implemented does not apply as there
is a stronger condition for initial junctions (condition J4 in
Sect. 3.3). Next, the method recovers the container parent,
that is, the state or machine that contains the junction, obtains
the set parent.transitions of transitions fully con-
tained in the parent and restricts this set, through the method
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filter, to those transitions t whose source is the junc-
tion. Finally, it checks the size of this set, and if it is empty,
it produces an error using the method error. This method
takes a textual description of the error, a literal that indicates
the element of the abstract syntax tree to which the error
should be attached (in this case, the name of the junction)
and an identifier for the type of error.
The close correspondence between the RoboChart well-
formedness conditions and the validation rules implemented
in Xtext provides validation for both the language and our
conditions. Violation of such rules not only produces error
information, but also prevent the generation of the semantics
of invalid models. Adding or removing validation rules to
cater, for instance, for different semantic models or applica-
tions (like code generation) is a simple exercise.
While most of the well-formedness conditions can be
checked automatically, conditions such as The guards of the
transitions out of a junction must form a cover (see con-
dition (2) for junctions) cannot be checked syntactically,
requiring the use of automatic theorem provers or SMT
solvers. Nevertheless, violations of such conditions does not
prevent the generation of semantics that can be processed
with CSP tools, and that semantics can be used to check well-
formedness in these cases. For instance, the violation of the
condition mentioned above leads to a deadlocked junction,
which can be identified via a deadlock check using FDR.
Our validation rules additionally check for type correct-
ness based on the type system of the Z notation [99]. Libraries
for the data types modelled in the Z toolkits (sets, functions,
and so on) are under development.
Semantics generation RoboTool calculates both the un-
timed and timed semantics (presented in the next section)
tailored for use with FDR, that is, using the ASCII version
of CSP called CSP-M, to support automatic verification of
properties. For example, Fig. 16 shows the implementation
of Rule 6 in Sect. 4.3.
While the rules are essentially the same, there are some
superficial differences. Our formalisation identifies meta-
notation using colour and underline, but in our implemen-
tation the meta-notation is the language Xtend. The target
language constructs are encoded as strings enclosed in triple
quotes, with in-line meta-expressions identified by the use of
guillemets («»).
In addition, in the code generator, instead of building one
monolithic CSP process that yields the overall semantics
of a module, we declare a number of named processes for
each of the main components: modules, controllers, state
machines, states, and so on. This is important to improve
the performance of verification via model checking in FDR
and readability. For example, in Fig. 16, instead of calling
the function restrictedState used in Rule 6, we call directly
a process whose definition is given by the implementation of
restrictedState. The processes declared by restrictedState
are named S name R, where name is the name of the state
defined by «id(state)» in Fig. 16. The prefix S indicates
that the process models a state, and the suffix R indicates that
this is the restricted semantics of the state.
One consequence of using process declarations is that
values that would otherwise be available throughout the
monolithic process defined by Rule 1 must be passed as
parameters. For example, in Fig. 16, if the machine defines
an operation, any parameters need to be passed on to the pro-
cesses S name R that defines the state. This is achieved
through the method parameterisation of a state’s state
machine (obtained via the method connectionNode).
Constants are specials kinds of variables, and in our for-
mal semantics, they are held in the memories of the relevant
components. As an optimisation, the semantics generated by
RoboTool handles constants using parameters. For example,
a constant declared by the robotic platform gives rise to a
global CSP declaration of that constant, which is passed as
parameter to the processes for the controllers that require
the constant, which in turn pass it as a parameter to all its
state machines that require the constant as well. A similar
treatment is given to constants defined in a controller. Con-
stants defined in a machine are also declared globally. Careful
choice of names avoids clashes in global declarations: we
use qualified names based on the modules, controllers, or
machines that define the constants.
The set of events cflowevts used in the parallel composi-
tion and in the hiding in Rule 6 is calculated in Fig. 16 using
an extra method getSyncSet that takes the head and tail of
the sequence of states. The semantics generated by RoboTool
uses declarations of channel sets as well as processes to struc-
ture definitions.
Verification tools (for CSP) may impose extra require-
ments on the RoboChart model or on its semantics. For
example, a model checker such as FDR requires a concrete
version of CSP with a fixed syntax and additional restric-
tions. One such restriction requires that, in general, sets used
in the model (for example, in iterated operators such as the
external choices and interleavings used in Sect. 4) are finite.
Additionally, aspects such as declaration of channels and
uniqueness of names must be taken into account when calcu-
lating a semantic model that targets such tools. To generate
CSP models that can be analysed using FDR, aspects such
as these, which are not particularly relevant to the formal
semantics, must be dealt with. In what follows, we briefly
describe our solutions to some of these issues.
In RoboChart, names must be unique within a specific
scope, but can be the same in different components. In
our running example, for instance, the obstacle event is
declared both in the platform ForagingRP (Fig. 2) and
the controller ObstacleAvoidance (Fig. 5). In our seman-
tics implementation, RoboChart events give rise to global
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Fig. 16 Implementation of
Rule 6
channel declarations; modules, controllers, and machines
do not define separate scopes in the CSP model. So, we
use fully qualified names to guarantee uniqueness. The
events obstacle, for instance, yield two channel declarations
ForagingRP obstacle and ObstacleAvoidance obstacle, incor-
porating the names of the components where the events are
declared, thus guaranteeing that the names are unique. We
also avoid name clashes between events used just by the
semantics; one such event is enter, for example.
While CSP-M supports a form of scoping known as mod-
ules, these are relatively new and not used in the untimed
semantics. As we discuss in the next section, modules are
used in the timed semantics to reuse the untimed semantics
in the timed context as well as to avoid name clashes between
the two semantics.
In the semantics in Sect. 4, events such as enter, entered,
exit, and exited have type SIDS and can be used in the
semantics of any state machine. SIDS, however, is an infi-
nite set of state identifiers, and cannot be used in CSP-M. To
achieve finiteness, for each state machine, we calculate the
sets of identifiers that actually appear in that machine and
define a machine-specific set of identifiers. For instance, the
set of identifiers for the machine DTP is called DTP SIDS
and contains seven identifiers: DTP, for the machine,
and, for the states, Exploring, GoToNest, WaitForTransfer,
Neighbourhood, GoToSource, and GoToNestDirectly. In this
way, we guarantee finiteness, but require events such as enter
to be declared with different types for each of the machines,
thus requiring the use of unique fully qualified names. We
take a similar approach to limit the set of transition identi-
fiers (TIDS).
While sets such as SIDS and TIDS can be replaced with
finite sets using solely information available in the model,
other potentially infinite sets such as int and real are more
difficult to handle. This is due to the fact that, in general, it is
not possible to find automatically a subset of these sets that is
finite and covers all possible values used in the specification.
To calculate the semantics of a model that uses such infinite
types, our implementation defines simple default representa-
tions as sets of two or three elements of the original set, and
adapts the primitive operations to check for containment of
the results to avoid type errors.
This adaptation allows the semantics to be checked by
FDR, but may be oversimplifying the model. For this reason,
the definitions of the types and operations are all recorded
in a single file instantiations.csp in the generated
semantics. This facilitates both inspection and modification
of the abstractions, if needed. In this way, it is also pos-
sible to perform verifications of the model with different
abstractions. Verification of properties of the model using
the original infinite types cannot in general be performed
using model-checking techniques (although there are model
checkers, such as nuXmv [18], which support some forms of
infinite state), but, alternatively, can be verified via theorem
proving. Technology for verification of RoboChart models
via theorem proving is currently under development, but
already presents some encouraging results [34].
The implementation in Xtend validates our semantics:
matches the rules and functions closely, and ensures cover-
age of the metamodel and well-typedness of the definitions.
Also, RoboTool has enabled the construction and verification
of several examples that provide further evidence of adequacy
of the semantics.
5.2 Model checking
Besides the semantics, RoboTool generates, for every mod-
ule, controller, and machine of a model, a set of assertions to
check general properties such as termination, deadlock free-
dom, divergence freedom, and determinism. These assertions
refer to the generated semantics and can be automatically
checked using FDR.
As mentioned, FDR is a refinement model checker. While
it differs from temporal logic model checkers, it does exhaus-
tively analyse a model to check that it satisfies a given
specification. The notion of satisfaction is refinement, and
the specification is also a CSP process. This allows us to
compare different RoboChart models, supporting a devel-
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Fig. 17 Assertions for the foraging example
Fig. 18 CSP block in .assertions file
opment process in which models are made more and more
concrete (closer to an implementation), and their correctness
is established by refinement checks. Lowe [54] investigates
the interplay between temporal logic and refinement in the
context of process algebras such as CSP. That work shows
that the bounded, positive fragment of linear temporal logic
can be checked using refinement.
RoboTool can also process assertion files (with extension
.assertions) that define properties of particular interest
for verification. The definitions are described using a tool-
independent simple form of controlled English. Figure 17
shows an assertion file for our running example, and the
assertion language is fully specified in [96]. In Fig. 17, we
have three assertions named R1, R2, and R3 specifying that
the machine DTP does not terminate, that the module For-
aging is deadlock free, and that the state Neighbourhood
is deterministic. A .assertions file can be used to pro-
duce a report that records the result of the verification. A full
account of the syntax of .assertions files is in [97].
The advantage of using a .assertions file, instead of
the assertions automatically generated, is that we can avoid
the need to interact directly with FDR. RoboTool includes
a facility to use a .assertions file to generate a report
with the results of the verification based on the names of the
assertions. Moreover, the assertions allow the reporting to
be tailored for the application. For example, the RoboTool
assertions that are automatically generated check for termi-
nation, and indicate failure if the machine does not terminate.
In our example, we do not expectDTP to terminate, and so we
include the negation of that assertion in the .assertions
file. The report generated, therefore, shows no failures.
A .assertions file can also contain blocks of CSP
that specify processes or custom assertions. One such
block is shown in Fig. 18. It declares a process called
ObstacleFree defined asDTPwith the event obstacle
deadlocked. The assertion R1 then checks that the process
ObstacleFree is deadlock free: even if there is no obsta-
cle ever, the machine does not deadlock.
Since RoboChart models may contain loose constants,
given types, and undefined functions, but FDR cannot cope
Fig. 19 CSP Instantiations block
with such elements, instantiations must be provided. To
produce a complete CSP specification, RoboTool provides
default instantiations in the file instantiations.csp.
Loose constants are instantiated with a default value deter-
mined by the type of the constant, given types are instantiated
as nat, and functions are instantiated as constant func-
tions returning the default value of the return type of the
function. User-defined values for the instantiations can be
defined in a .assertions file using a CSP block called
Instantiations as illustrated in Fig. 19. This block
modifies the default instantiations for types such as nat,
constants such as DTP e, and functions such as d, which
calculates the distance between two points.
The semantics hides channels as soon as possible, and
this has a positive effect on the performance of FDR as the
compression functions tend to be more effective on systems
with many internal actions [85, p. 176]. The use of pro-
cess declarations in RoboTool, as already mentioned, also
contributes positively. In addition, to optimise the verifica-
tions, RoboTool generates definitions that make extensive
use of semantic-preserving compression functions available
in FDR.
In the next section, we present examples of models and
verifications carried out using RoboTool.
5.3 Case studies
We have used RoboChart and RoboTool to model a few
examples from the robotics literature [10,26,40,44,70]. In
this section, we focus on three case studies for which we
have formalised various requirements and used our seman-
tics to verify them. These case studies and the results of their
analyses are available online [84].
Chemical detector Our first example [44] is a tele-operated
chemical detector that receives commands to move forward
and turn, and analyses the air to detect potentially dangerous
gases. Upon detection, the robot flashes a light, and drops
a flag to mark the location of the gas source. This model
includes two controllers, one with a single state machine,
and the other with two non-interacting state machines. The
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Table 4 Summary of
verifications using FDR Example States Transitions Compilation (s) Deadlock (s) Longest check (s)
Chemical detector 70 237 0.07 0.17 0.17
Alpha algorithm 15 46 0.16 0.12 0.12
Autonomous detector 47 702 0.5 0.05 0.06
machines use features of the core RoboChart notation, such
as, simple states, transitions, junctions, and events.
Alpha algorithm Our second example is the alpha algo-
rithm studied in [26], which is widely used in swarm robotics.
This algorithm uses communication facilities of the robotic
platform to estimate the number of other robots in the neigh-
bourhood. Depending on that number, the algorithm decides
whether the robot is in an aggregate of robots or not. If it is
not, the alpha algorithm uses facilities of the robotic platform
to turn the robot around and move towards the aggregate.
Otherwise, the algorithm effects a random turn to avoid the
collapsing of the aggregate. Our RoboChart model for the
alpha algorithm has two controllers, each defined by a single
state machine. The machines feature synchronous and asyn-
chronous communications, the full range of time primitives,
and local variables.
Autonomous detector The third case study in Table 4 is
an autonomous version of the chemical detector above. This
model expands on the gas detection mechanism and replaces
the controller that treats movement requests with a controller
that performs a random walk with obstacle avoidance. This
example uses features of RoboChart such as asynchronous
communications, and variables in all components.
For each example above, Table 4 gives the size of the
underlying labelled transition systems (number of states and
transitions) after compression, as well as the time FDR takes
to compile the CSP model, to check it for deadlock, and the
longest time to check a requirement. The compilation time is
that FDR takes to build the labelled transition system from
the CSP model. It is presented to emphasise the adequacy of
the RoboChart semantics for analysis with FDR.
The number of states and transitions of the uncompressed
labelled transition system is often large. Through judicious
structuring and hiding of events, the semantics can exploit
compression functions available in FDR to radically reduce
that number. Our experiments, including the three case stud-
ies we present here, indicate that the sizes of the compressed
labelled transition systems are proportional to the numbers
of states in the RoboChart model. We observe, however, that
a number of factors can affect the overall size, including, for
example, the instantiation of types. Further details about the
verifications, including the requirements, models and results
are in [84].
No doubt, further evaluation is necessary to gauge the
effectiveness of model-checking RoboChart semantic mod-
els. We are, however, encouraged by the results with com-
pression, which are related to the structure of the models. In
any case, our plan in the long term is to use theorem proving
based on the UTP theory for CSP.
6 Time in RoboChart
In this section, we describe the support for modelling and ver-
ification of timed properties using RoboChart. The semantics
presented in Sect. 4 ignores all time primitives of RoboChart.
Here, we show how that semantics can be extended to deal
with them. In the next Sect. 6.1 we define the timed con-
structs, and in Sect. 6.2 we formalise their semantics. Support
in RoboTool for model checking is discussed in Sect. 6.3.
6.1 Notation
In RoboChart timed properties are modelled directly in state
machines, a practice commonly seen across the robotics liter-
ature. We consider, for example, the state machineDTP of the
foraging example (Fig. 2) where the clock T is used to control
the time available for transferring objects and exploring the
neighbourhood. For instance, the time allowed for complet-
ing a transfer is bounded by guarding an outgoing transition
of the state WaitForTransfer with since(T)>waitDeadline, so
that if the event transferred does not occur within waitDead-
line time units relative to the previous reset (#T) of T then the
operation GoTo(nest) is called.
Unless specified, operations are not assumed to terminate
and can take any amount of time to complete. For example,
the GoTo operation declared in the interface MovementI is
not further specified, and so can take an arbitrary amount of
time. (Since it is used in a during action, it can be interrupted
by the state’s outgoing transitions, though.) In the interest
of predictability, RoboChart requires time properties to be
specified explicitly, including those of operations.
Timed budgets and deadlines are recorded over actions
and events. To illustrate these, we introduce in Fig. 20 the
state machine Movement, which is part of the model of an
autonomous chemical detector considered in our case stud-
ies [44]. Here, a composite state Stoppable has a transition to
the state Found triggered by the event stop to stop the robot
by calling the operation move(0,0) with linear and angular
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Fig. 20 State machine Movement of the autonomous chemical detector from [44]
velocity set to zero, and then drop a flag by raising the event
flag.
Within the state Stoppable the robot, initially in the
state Waiting, starts performing a randomWalk() and can
be interrupted by either the event resume to keep calling
randomWalk(), or the event turn?a to transition to the state
Going and turn. In this state, it can continuously handle the
event turn?a to repeatedly call move(lv,a), with a particular
linear (lv) and angular velocity (a), or handle obstacle?p. In
this case, it resets a clock T and transitions to the state Avoid-
ing when p is not equal (!=) to Loc::NO. Here, Loc is an
enumerated type whose definition we omit, but whose value
NO indicates absence of obstacles.
In Avoiding, with odometer?d0 <{0} the robot requests a
read from the odometer with a deadline zero and stores the
value in the local variable d0, calls the operation changeDi-
rection(p), and waits for evadeTime time units, before being
able to resume and transition to the state Waiting, or turn
and transition to the state TryingAgain. In that state, it calls
the operation move, and can then resume, turn, or accept an
obstacle event and transition to AssessPosition. It then must
receive an input via the event odometer?d1 with deadline
zero and transition to AvoidingAgain. We observe that the
reading is now recorded in a variable d1 unlike in the state
Avoiding. This allows transitions out of the state AvoidingA-
gain to be constrained relative to the difference d1-d0. If at
least stuckPeriod time units have been spent trying to avoid
the obstacle and a distance less than or equal to stuckDist
has been covered, then the robot transitions to GettingOut,
otherwise it resets the clock T and transitions to Avoiding.
In GettingOut, a randomWalk() is carried out for outPeriod
time units, before the robot can be commanded to resume or
turn.
Both deadlines, over the action odometer?d0<{0}, and
over the trigger odometer?d1 <{0}, impose requirements on
the platform regarding the availability of sensor information
represented by the event odometer over time. In Avoiding, a
budget of evadeTime units is specified to allow the behaviour
of changeDirection to complete before accepting a resume
or turn event. We observe that in this particular example
operations like changeDirection and move are specified as
terminating and consuming no time, thus the budget evade-
Time is used as an indication of the time required for the
actual behaviour of changing direction to occur. A similar
budget is provided for the effect of the operation call ran-
domWalk() in the state GettingOut.
A robotic platform could meet the timed requirements of
Movement, for example, by allowing an odometer reading
to take place at any time. A deadline, however, can also
be a requirement on availability of events of another state
machine, possibly in a different controller. In that case it
may not be obvious whether the complete module meets all
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StatementExpression
State
TimedStatement WaitClockExp StateClockExp ClockReset
Clock TriggerTransition
[0..1] deadline
[0..1] duration
[0..1] deadline
Fig. 21 Metamodel of time primitives of RoboChart
timed requirements. We have encountered instances of this
situation, for example, in the model for the alpha algorithm,
where two controllers interact asynchronously via events. As
we discuss later in Sect. 6.3 our timed verification approach
for RoboChart can help identify such scenarios.
We next describe how the time primitives illustrated
above are captured in the RoboChart metamodel (Sect. 6.1.1)
and present the well-formedness conditions that apply to
them (Sect. 6.1.2).
6.1.1 Metamodel
In Fig. 21, we provide a simplified view of the metamodel
components that support modelling of timed aspects. A sum-
mary of the time primitives is included in Table 5. They are
expressions and statements that are omitted in the previous
Figs. 6, 7 and 8.
As previously discussed we have a notion of Clock
that allows transitions to be guarded by time expressions
that define constraints relative to the occurrence of other
events via the primitives since(C) (which is a ClockExp)
and #C (ClockReset), and relative to activation of a state via
sinceEntry(S) (a StateClockExp). Because a ClockExp and a
StateClockExp are expressions, the metamodel allows their
use as part of any expressions. A ClockReset is a statement,
but it can also be used as part of a trigger, when the reset and
the event trigger are to take place at the same time.
In the next section, we define well-formedness conditions
to confine the use of ClockExp and StateClockExp expres-
sions to (well-typed) transition guards. In addition, like in
timed automata, we restrict expressions involving clocks to
comparing single timed primitives with constant expressions,
that is, those whose value depends only on literals or declared
constants.
Finally, we also have a timed primitive to impose a dead-
line d on an action A, a TimedStatement A <{d}, or on a
transition trigger e, a Trigger e <{d}, and to specify a bud-
get: Wait. The are two forms of Wait statements: Wait(d),
where d is an Expression, and Wait([i,j]), defining a budget
between i and j.
6.1.2 Well-formedness
In addition to the conditions of Sect. 3.3, we impose addi-
tional restrictions regarding the usage of clocks in expres-
sions and actions as described below. These are in addition
to usual type and scope rules. Overall, the well-formedness
conditions ensure that clocks are local to machines and can
be used only via the time primitives.
Timed expressions
TE1 Expressions involving since and sinceEntry are permit-
ted only in transition guards because clocks can be used
only to constrain the availability of transitions using
supported expressions, and therefore their value can-
not be directly queried.
TE2 A clockC in an expression since(C)may reference only a
clock declared within the expression’s containing state
machine. This is because clocks are not shared across
different state machines.
TE3 A state S in an expression sinceEntry(S) may reference
only a state within the expression’s containing state
machine. This is because transitions may not be con-
strained based on the entering of states of other state
machines. Instead, such a scenario can be modelled by
state machines interacting via events.
TE4 Expressions since(C) and sinceEntry(S) may be com-
pared only with an expression that is constant, and
only when using one of the operators >, <, >=, <=,
==. This restriction is similar to timed automata in that
the value of clocks can only be compared with constant
expressions, and not with other clocks. We, however,
allow such expressions to be combined using boolean
operators, as well as boolean-valued functions, possibly
resulting in expressions involving more than one clock.
Atomic expressions such as naturals are constants, as
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Table 5 Time primitives of RoboChart
Syntax Metamodel element Description
#C ClockReset Resets clock C
since(C) ClockExp Time elapsed since the most recent reset of clock C
sinceEntry(S) StateClockExp Time elapsed since state S was entered
A <{d} TimedStatement Deadline on action A to terminate within d time units
e <{d} Transition Deadline on event e to happen within d time units
Wait(d) Wait Explicit time budget of d time units
Wait([a,b]) Wait Nondeterministic time budget of d time units where a ≤ d ≤ b
Table 6 Summary of Timed
CSP operators related to time Symbol Name Description
Wait(d) wait Terminates exactly after d time units
P △d Q timed interrupt Initially behaves as P and after exactly d time units behaves as Q
P ◮ d deadline Deadline on P to terminate within d time units
are variables declared as constant, and any combination
of such expressions using arithmetic operators. More
generally, a function application whose arguments are
constant is also constant.
Timed statements
TS1 A clock reset #C may only reference a clock within its
containing state machine.
The semantics for models that are well-formed, according to
the above conditions, is described next.
6.2 Semantics
In this section, we use the compositional untimed seman-
tics of Sect. 4 as a basis to define a timed semantics for
RoboChart. As previously stated, our formalisation targets
the UTP, but we use CSP as a front end and, in particular, for
modelling time, we use discrete Timed CSP [88] enriched
with a notion of deadlines [98]. For the purpose of early val-
idation using FDR, we encode this Timed CSP semantics
into a dialect of CSP, namely, tock-CSP, as described later in
Sect. 6.3. In Sect. 6.2.1, we briefly introduce Timed CSP. In
Sect. 6.2.2, we provide an overview of the timed semantics,
which we formalise in Sect. 6.2.3.
6.2.1 Timed CSP
Timed CSP is a timed version of CSP for specification of real-
time properties. It has operational and denotational semantics
for continuous time, whose models have been extensively
studied [23]. Here, we use the discrete-time version of CSP.
The operators presented in Table 2 are equally applicable
in Timed CSP. Prefixing (c → P), in particular, allows the
implicit passage of time until the point where the environment
is ready to engage in the event c, after which it takes place
immediately and then behaves as P. Internal and unobserv-
able behaviour is assumed to take place as fast as possible,
given that it is not under the control of the environment, and
thus respects the principle of maximal progress whereby as
much internal behaviour as possible takes place before time
can advance.
In addition to the standard operators of CSP (Table 2), we
list three timed operators in Table 6 that we use extensively:
Wait(d), which waits for d time units before terminating,
P△d Q, which is a strict timed interrupt that initially behaves
as P and exactly after d time units then behaves as Q, and
P ◮ d, which requires P to terminate within d time units. The
first two are Timed CSP operators, and the last is a deadline
operator. We consider, however, a discrete-time semantics for
these operators. It is given in the context of Circus Time [91,
98], a timed process algebra based on CSP, and, therefore,
Timed CSP, but with a UTP discrete-time model. In our tock-
CSP encoding, we define all these operators as well (see
Sect. 6.3.2).
6.2.2 Overview
To capture the semantics of the timed constructs of a
RoboChart model, we do not need to change the semantics of
the module and of the controllers, but that of state machines
and actions is enriched. The augmented structure of the timed
semantics of a state machine is depicted in Fig. 22. We have
an additional process Clocks composed in parallel with the
machine process.
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Fig. 22 Structure of the timed RoboChart state machine semantics: parallel lines indicate parallel composition; bordered boxes indicates points of
interaction
To illustrate the new structure and some of the additional
changes we sketch below the timed semantics of the machine
DTP from the foraging example (Fig. 5). Compared to the
untimed semantics, we have a similar structure: Init and the
state processes are composed with the parallel composition of
memory and clock processes, denoted here by Memory DTP
and Clocks DTP. In this example, Clocks DTP models T,
and the parallel composition with Memory DTP represents a
memory that can deal with guards that depend on time. The
synchronisation set for the outer parallelism includes, in addi-
tion to the memory set and get events, the event clockReset.T
that the Init and state processes can use to reset the clock T.
The constants, such as, nest provided by the robotic
platform, are potentially used in both Memory DTP and
Clocks DTP. So, their values are determined using a set com-
munication. In this example, none of the constants have their
values defined in the machine.
Clocks are not given semantics directly; instead, each
expression in a guard that uses since or sinceEntry is
modelled explicitly, rather than by the evaluation of clock
values. For example, in DTP we have two guards that use
the since primitive: since(T)>waitDeadline and since(T)>
explorationDeadline. They are encoded by the boolean vari-
ables wc T1 and wc T2 represented in the memory process
like all other variables. They are updated in the process
Clocks DTP using the channels setWC T1 and setWC T2.
The process denoted by Memory DTP records these two
additional variables, which are initially false. This initial-
isation is arbitrary, as the initial value of these variables is
determined in Clocks and set using setWC T1 and setWC T2.
Guards are still modelled in Memory DTP since they can in
general depend on clocks as well as other variables.
DTP =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
Init
|[EnterExitChannels]|⎛
⎝ExploringR|[Exploring S ∩ . . . ]|
. . .
⎞
⎠
\ (Exploring S ∩ . . .)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
\ (\TRoboEvents)
∣∣[{∣∣ set DTP P, . . . , clockReset.T ∣∣}]∣∣
set DTP nest?nest → . . .⎛
⎝Memory DTP|[{|setWC T1, setWC T2, . . . |}]|
Clocks DTP
⎞
⎠
\ {|setWC T1, setWC T2|}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
\
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
set DTP P, get DTP P,
get DTP P, get DTP source,
get DTP dist, get DTP position,
clockReset.T
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭
The original hiding of all events (that is, those in the
set ) except those in RoboEvents is changed to consider
TRoboEvents. This includes all events of RoboEvents, plus
clockReset.T that can be used by Init and the state processes
to reset T in agreement with Clocks DTP.
Clocks As previously said, expressions using since(C) or
sinceEntry(S) to compare a constant expression with a clock
C, explicitly indicated in the case of since(C), or implicitly in
the case of sinceEntry(S), are modelled by boolean variables.
The value of such a variable is controlled by a “waiting-
condition” process that toggles it according to the time passed
since a clock reset or state entry. The clock process is defined
by the parallel composition of these condition processes.
For example, for the guard of the transition from the
state WaitForTransfer to GoToNestDirectly in the machine
DTP, namely, since(T)>waitDeadline, we have the follow-
ing condition process WC T1. Initially it sets the value of the
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Fig. 23 Example of a partial
diagram with composite states S
and CS
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variable wc T1 to false by synchronising on setWC T1!false.
This captures the assumption that all clocks are initially set
to 0. The type of since(C) and sinceEntry(S) expressions is
that of the natural numbers, and in a well-typed model they
are compared to expressions of the same type. Here, wait-
Deadline is a natural constant, and so not smaller than 0.
WC T1 = setWC T1!false → WC T1 monitor
After the initialisation, WC T1 behaves as follows.
WC T1 monitor =(
RUN({|T1|})△waitDeadline+1
setWC T1!true → RUN({|T1|})
)
△
WC T1 reset
WC T1 reset =
clockReset!T → setWC T1!false → WC T1 monitor
This process is willing to synchronise indefinitely (as defined
by RUN({|T1|})) on T1, the CSP event that uniquely identifies
the transition from WaitForTransfer to GoToNestDirectly,
until exactly waitDeadline+1 time units have passed, when it
sets wc T1 to true (using the communication setWC T1!true)
and accepts T1 indefinitely once more. At any point it
can be interrupted by a clockReset!T event as defined by
WC T1 reset. Following the interruption, it sets wc T1 to
false and then behaves as WC T1 monitor again.
Synchronisation on T1 is used in WC T1 monitor to con-
trol when the state machine and the memory processes can
synchronise on T1. It ensures that they synchronise only once
an update to the value of wc T1 has been considered by the
memory process. For that, WC T1 withdraws the possibil-
ity to synchronise on T1, while the value is being set via
the synchronisation with the memory process on setWC T1.
Once wc T1 has been set, T1 is offered again, thus allow-
ing the state machine and memory processes to synchronise
on T1 (if that is possible as determined by the memory pro-
cess). Without this synchronisation, it would be possible for
the machine and memory processes to enable the transition
identified by T1, ignoring the synchronisation on setWC T1
to update the value of its guard.
The complete clock process is then defined as the paral-
lel composition of every waiting-condition process for every
expression involving since or sinceEntry in every transition
of a state machine. For example, in the case of DTP, it is the
process named Clocks below.
αWC T1 = {|T1, setWC T1, clockReset.T |}
αWC T2 = {|T2, setWC T2, clockReset.T |}
Clocks = WC T1[αWC T1 ‖ αWC T2]WC T2
The process Clocks composes WC T1 and WC T2 using the
alphabetised parallel operator, with the set of events used
in WC T1 denoted as αWC T1, and as αWC T2 for WC T2.
The processes synchronise on the intersection of αWC T1 and
αWC T2. In our example above, this is the clockReset.T event,
so that a clock reset is taken into account by both processes.
In general, if the guard for a transition has several conditions
on a clock, the processes for these conditions synchronise on
the CSP event for the transition as well.
Trigger deadlines The semantics of states is largely
unchanged from that in Sect. 4, requiring only a small mod-
ification to cater for deadlines on transition triggers. Such a
deadline is relevant once its associated transition is enabled,
that is, the source state is active and the transition’s guard
is true. For example, in Movement (Fig. 20) the deadline
odometer?d1 <{0} on the transition from AssessPosition
to AvoidingAgain is enabled whenever AssessPosition is
active.
More broadly, we consider the example in Fig. 23, where
we have a composite state S with a transition (7) that we
suppose to have a trigger deadline. Transition (7) is enabled
when its guard is true and S has entered, which, in addition
to completing the transitions (1) and (2) and its entry action,
requires that the substates CS and CS1 have also entered, and
so completed their own entry actions, if any. Whenever the
guard of the transition (7) is false, the deadline in (7) is dis-
abled. We observe, however, that the deadline is not disabled
even if the transitions (3), (4), (5) or (6) are triggered. To
capture this semantics, a state process uses additional CSP
events to query the memory process as to whether a transi-
tion’s guard is enabled.
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Below, we show the modified definition of S main.
S main =
enter?s!SID →⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
entry;
enter!SID!SSID → entered!SID!SSID →
entered!s!SID →⎛
⎜⎜⎝
((during; STOP) ||| triggerDeadlines)
△
⎛
⎝ transitions of S
all other transitions S
⎞
⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
The only difference compared to the untimed semantics is
that, in interleaving with the process that models the during
action, we compose a process triggerDeadlines that models
the trigger deadlines.
This process, defined below, controls, for each transition
with a deadline, when that deadline should be imposed, and
enforces it. The activation and deactivation of the deadline is
controlled using deadline.tid.on and deadline.tid.off events
for each transition identifier tid, based on the guard of the
transition, which is evaluated as part of the state machine’s
memory process.
Below, triggerDeadlines is defined as an interleaving of
processes td(tid, d), where the pairs (tid, d) are taken from
a set tDS of identifiers tid and associated deadlines d for all
transitions from S with a deadline.
triggerDeadlines = |||(tid, d) : tDS • td(tid, d)
These processes interact with the memory process using
deadline!tid!on and deadline!tid!off , which, based on the
guard of the transition tid, determine when that transition
is enabled or disabled, and the deadline must be enforced or
cancelled. We define td(tid, d) below.
td(tid, d) = deadline.tid.on →
(deadline.tid.off → Skip ◮ d); td(tid, d)
This process captures the behaviour when, given the currently
active state, enabledness of the transition tid depends only on
its guard. So, it is determined by the event deadline.tid.on. If
that event takes place, the deadline is enforced by accepting
a cancellation via the event deadline.tid.off , which happens
if the guard becomes false, but must happen within d time
units.
Effectively, a deadline can be met in two ways: the
guard becomes false according to the synchronisation on
deadline.tid.off within d time units, or a transition out of
S takes place in Smain, in which case the behaviour of
triggerDeadlines is interrupted (△ in Smain). The deadline
on the process deadline.tid, off → Skip is enough to impose
a deadline on all other events offered in choice. So, the pos-
sibility to be interrupted by events in transitions of S and
all other transitions can only be realised within the dead-
line, before deadline.tid.off .
For every transition tid with a trigger deadline and a
guard g, the memory process offers in choice the events
deadline.tid.on and deadline.tid.off as sketched below.
Memory STM(. . .) =⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
. . .

g & deadline!tid!on → Memory STM(. . .)

¬ g & deadline!tid!off → Memory STM(. . .)
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
Whenever the guard g of a transition identified by tid is
true, the memory process can synchronise on the event
deadline.tid.on, and on deadline.tid.off , otherwise. If a tran-
sition has no guard, then only deadline.tid.on is available in
the memory process.
Action deadlines As already discussed, the action language
of RoboChart supports the definition of deadlines on actions
(A <{d}). The semantics of such an action is given directly in
terms of our deadline operator (◮ d).
Next, we formalise the necessary changes to the semantics
rules of Sect. 4 to deal with time.
6.2.3 Formalisation
In this section, we formalise the RoboChart timed semantics
using discrete Timed CSP augmented with a deadline opera-
tor (Table 6). Because we fully reuse the untimed semantics,
we adopt many of the rules from Section 4 by considering
their result as discrete Timed CSP processes. Since a pro-
cess defined using purely the CSP operators is a valid Timed
CSP process, the syntactic category TimedCSPProcess of
the metamodel for Timed CSP includes all the terms of
CSPProcess. So, we can specify that the main semantic
functions define terms of TimedCSPProcess without extra
changes beyond those we have discussed above.
The semantic rules for modules and controllers are
unchanged, whereas those for state machines and states are
redefined. In addition, we define rules to calculate waiting-
condition processes, augment the structure of the state
machine memory process, and change the composition of
processes for composite states to cater for trigger deadlines.
Finally, we give semantics to deadlines over actions and to
budgets.
State machines Rule 14 for the timed semantics of state
machines is similar to Rule 5 from Sect. 4. The differ-
ence is in the memory process: it is defined by a function
stmMemory(stm,wcs), which takes an extra parameter
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Rule 14. Timed semantics of state machines [[stm : StateMachineDef]]STM : TimedCSPProcess =
⎛
⎝
(
initialisation(stm) |[ flowevts ]| composeStates(〈s : stm.nodes | s ∈ State〉, stm)
)
\ {|enter, exit, exited|}
|[getsetChannels(stm) ∪ trigEvents(stm) ∪ clockResets(wcs) ∪ deadlineEvents(stm)]|
constInitSTM(consts, stm,
(
stmMemory(stm,wcs) |[ clockMemSync ]| stmClocks(wcs)
)
) \ (clockMemSync \ trigEvents(stm))
⎞
⎠
[[renameTriggerEvents(stm)]] \ getsetLocalChannels(stm) ∪ clockResets(wcs) ∪ deadlineEvents(stm) ∪ {|internal, entered|}
Θ{end}Skip
where
wcs = {t : allTransitions(stm) | t.condition = null • t → wc(t.condition)}
clockMemSync ={|t : Transition | t ∈ dom wcs • triggerEvent(t)|}∪{|v : allClockVariables(wcs) •setWC vid(v)|}
flowevts =
⋃
{x : SIDS \ states(stm); y : states(stm) •{|enter.x.y, entered.x.y, exit.x.y, exited.x.y|}}
consts = 〈v : allConstants(stm) • v〉
Rule 15. Timed state machine memory
stmMemory(stm : StateMachineDef,wcs : Transition → (Expression,WC)) : TimedCSPProcess =
let Memory(vars) =̂
 v : lvars • get vid(v)!name(v) → Memory(vars)  set vid(v)?x → Memory(vars[name(v) := x])

 v : rvars • ( get vid(v)!name(v) → Memory(vars)  set vid(v)?x → Memory(vars[name(v) := x])

set Ext vid(v)?x → Memory(vars[name(v) := x]))

 v : allConstants(stm) • get vid(v)!name(v) → Memory(vars)

 t : allTransitions(stm) • memoryTransition(t,wcs); Memory(vars)

 v : cvars • setWC vid(v)?x → Memory(vars[name(v) := x])

 t : allDeadlineTransitions(stm) • memoryDeadline(t,wcs); Memory(vars)
within
Memory(varvalues)
where
rvars = requiredVariables(stm)
lvars = allLocalVariables(stm)
consts = 〈v : allConstants(stm) • v〉
cvars = allClockVariables(wcs)
vars = 〈v : rvars ∪ lvars ∪ cvars • name(v)〉 〈v : consts • name(v)〉
varvalues = 〈v : rvars ∪ lvars ∪ cvars • initial(v)〉 〈v : consts • name(v)〉
wcs, a partial function from transitions to pairs defined by
applying a syntactic function wc to the guards t.condition
of transitions t in allTransitions(stm) with a guard
(t.condition = null). The first component of wc(t) is t’s
guard with boolean variables replacing comparisons with
since or sinceEntry, and the second is a partial function from
expressions to variables. This function, which we formally
define in Rule 17, maps each expression that defines a com-
parison with since and sinceEntry to the boolean variable
that replaces it.
We consider, for instance, the machine Movement in
Fig. 20 with two transitions whose guards depend on the
clock T. For this example, we refer to the transition from
AvoidingAgain to GettingOut as T0. In this case, the set
wcs includes the mapping below.
wcs ={
T0 →
(
(b0 ∧ d1− d0 ≤ stuckDist),
{since(T) >= stuckPeriod → b0}
)
, . . .
}
T0 is mapped to a pair: the first component is the guard,
namely, since(T) >= stuckPeriod ∧ d1− d0 ≤ stuckDist,
with the expression since(T)>=stuckPeriod replaced by a
fresh boolean variable b0. The second component is the
function that maps the original expression in the guard,
since(T)>=stuckPeriod, to the variable b0.
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The memory process stmMemory(stm,wcs) is com-
posed in parallel with the clocks process stmClocks(wcs)
synchronising on the events in clockMemSync. The def-
inition of this set is based on the transitions t in the
domain of wcs. It includes their trigger events, deter-
mined by triggerEvent(t), used by both the memory and
clocks processes to control the transitions. We also include
setWC events for the boolean variables used to represent
expressions involving clocks, as defined by the function
allClockVariables(wcs). The setWC events are used by
the memory and clocks processes only, so we hide the
events in the set difference between clockMemSync and
trigEvents(stm), so that the composition of the memory
and clock processes synchronises with the state processes
on trigEvents(stm), which, we recall, contains the trigger
events for all transitions in the machine.
Because stmClocks(wcs) may use constants, the defi-
nition of their values is handled by applying the function
constInitSTM to the parallel composition of the processes
stmMemory(stm,wcs) and stmClocks(wcs), instead of as
part of the definition of stmMemory (see Rule 12). Effec-
tively, this composition is a timed memory process that takes
into account clocks.
The parallel composition of the processes defined by
initialisation(stm) and composeStates(. . .) is similar to that
in Rule 5 for the untimed semantics except that the chan-
nel set entered is not hidden after this composition so as
to allow waiting-condition processes within stmClocks(wcs)
that model expressions involving sinceEntry(S) to synchro-
nise on events entered.x.S. Instead, the hiding of entered
events is scoped further outside the parallel composition
together with internal.
Compared to Rule 5, the hiding is extended to cover
events related to clock resets (clockResets(wcs)) and trig-
ger deadlines (deadlineEvents(stm)). The synchronisation
set of this parallel composition with the processes defined by
stmMemory(stm,wcs) and stmClocks(wcs) is extended in
a similar way. The function clockResets(wcs) defines the set
of all events clockReset.C for every clock C declared in the
state machine, and deadlineEvents(stm) the set of all events
deadline.tid.on and deadline.tid.off , for every identifier tid
for a transition with a deadline.
State machine memory Compared to Rule 12 for the
memory process in the untimed model, Rule 15 introduces
only small changes. As already mentioned, the function
stmMemory that it defines has an extra parameter: a par-
tial function wcs from transitions to pairs of expressions and
boolean variables. The type WC is that of partial functions
Expression → Variable, where an expression comparing
since or sinceEntry using one of the allowed operators
(defined by well-formedness condition TE4 for timed expres-
sions in Sect. 6.1.2) is mapped to a boolean variable. The
parameter wcs is required to formalise the waiting condi-
tions.
In Rule 15, using the extra parameter wcs, we define a set
cvars of all boolean variables used for expressions involving
clocks, as defined by allClockVariables(wcs). The sequences
vars and varsvalues are defined to consider all variables,
including those in cvars. Accordingly, the choices in Memory
are augmented with two replicated external choices. One
is over each boolean variable v in cvars, to synchronise
on setWC vid(v) and recurse with the value of v updated.
The other is over each transition t with a trigger deadline as
defined by the function allDeadlineTransitions(s), synchro-
nising on the process memoryDeadline, which is defined by
Rule 16.
For a transition t with a guard (t.condition = null),
Rule 16 defines a process in which deadline.id(t).on is avail-
able when the guard, [[π1(wcs(t))]]Expr, rewritten to take the
clocks into account, is true, and the event deadline.id(t).off
is offered whenever it is false. The function π1 is used to
project the first component of the pair mapped from t in wcs.
If no guard exists, deadline.id(t).on is always offered.
Lastly, the function memoryTransition that we use in
Rule 15 takes the function wcs as a parameter so that a
transition’s guard whose expression gives rise to a waiting
condition can be defined based on the expression recorded in
wcs. The formalisation of both waiting conditions and trigger
deadlines is discussed next.
Waiting conditions The functionwc used in the definition of
Rule 14 is defined by Rule 17. It takes an expression exp and
yields a pair, whose first component is the result of replacing
every comparison with a clock in exp by a fresh boolean
variable, and whose second component is a partial function
of type WC.
Rule 17 shows part of the definition of wc for the cases
where it is applied to expressions since(C)>=e, since(C)>e,
e1 ∧ e2, and for expressions that do not involve the since
and sinceEntry constructs, identified by the pattern (under-
score), which matches anything. Other cases are similar and
omitted here. A complete definition can be found in [96].
For since(C)>=e, the first component of the pair defined by
wc is the expression b, a fresh name for a boolean vari-
able, and whose second component is the set where there is
a single mapping from the expression since(C)>=e to b. The
other cases involving since(C) and sinceEntry(S) are simi-
lar. The conjunction of two expressions e1 and e2 is defined
by considering the application of wc to e1 and e2. The first
component of the resulting pair is the conjunction of the
first components resulting from each application of wc, that
is, π1(wc(e1)) ∧ π1(wc(e2)). The second component is the
union of the second components resulting from each applica-
tion of wc, that is, π2(wc(e1)) ∪ π2(wc(e2)). Finally, wc( )
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Rule 16. Memory: trigger deadline
memoryDeadline(t : Transition,wcs : Transition → (Expression,WC)) : TimedCSPProcess
if (t.condition = null) then
([[π1(wcs(t))]]Expr)& deadline.id(t).on → Skip  (¬ [[π1(wcs(t))]]Expr)& deadline.id(t).off → Skip
else
deadline.id(t).on → Skip
Rule 17. Eliciting waiting conditions wc(exp : Expression) : (Expression,WC)
wc(since(C) >= e) = (b, {(since(C) >= e) → b})
wc(since(C) > e) = (b, {(since(C) > e) → b})
...
wc(e1 ∧ e2) = (π1(wc(e1)) ∧ π1(wc(e2)), π2(wc(e1)) ∪ π2(wc(e2)))
wc( ) = ( ,∅)
whereb is a fresh identifier
Rule 18. State machine clocks stmClocks(wcs : Transition → (Expression,WC)) : TimedCSPProcess =
‖(t, e, v) : {t : Transition, e : Expression, v : Variable | t ∈ dom wcs ∧ (e → v) ∈ π2(wcs(t))}
• |[αWC(t, e, v) ]| compileWC(t, e, v)
where
αWC(t, e, v) ={|triggerEvent(t), setWC vid(v)|} ∪ alphaClockReset(e)
Rule 19. Waiting condition compileWC(t : Transition, exp : Expression, v : Variable) : TimedCSPProcess
compileWC(t, since(C) >= e, v) =
let
Reset = clockReset.id(C)→ setWC vid(v)!false → Monitor
Monitor = (RUN({|triggerEvent(t)|})△[[e]]Expr setWC vid(v)!true → RUN({|triggerEvent(t)|}))△ Reset
within
setWC vid(v)!false → Monitor
. . .
Rule 20. Semantics of clock reset [[s : ClockReset]]Statement : TimedCSPProcess =
clockReset.id(s.clock)→ Skip
Rule 21. Semantics of wait [[s : Wait]]Statement : TimedCSPProcess =
[[s.duration]]Wait
where
[[e : RangeExp]]Wait =⊓ n : [[e]]Expr • Wait(n)
[[e : Expression]]Wait =Wait([[e]]Expr)
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Rule 22. Semantics of statement deadlines [[s : TimedStatement]]Statement : TimedCSPProcess =
[[s.stmt]]Statement ◮ [[s.end]]Expr
Rule 23. Semantics of composite states [[s : State]]S : TimedCSPProcess =
let
Inactive=̂enter?o : sids.id(s)→ Activating(o)
Activating(o)=̂[[s.entry]]Action; initialisation(s); entered.o.id(s)→ ([[s.during]]Action; Stop ||| triggerDeadlines(s)) △⎛
⎜⎜⎝
 t : transitionsFrom(s) • [[t, s, false]]TInactive,Activating

 e : Event • if(e.type == null) then eventId(e)?x : tids → exit; Inactive
else eventId(e)?x : tids?y → exit; Inactive
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
within
(Inactive |[ flowtrigevts ]| composeStates(〈x : states(s)〉, s))
where
flowtrigevts = flowTriggerEvents(s)
sids =SIDS\{id(s)}
exit =exit?x : sids.id(s) → exitSubstates(s); [[s.exit]]Action; exited.x.id(s)→ Skip
tids =TIDS\tIDS(s)
considers expressions not affected; in this case, it defines
the pair whose components are and the empty function.
Rule 18 defines the clock process stmClocks(wcs) as the
replicated alphabetised parallel composition of processes
compileWC(t, e, v) specified in Rule 19. Here, t, e, and v
are drawn from the set obtained by considering every tran-
sition t in the domain of wcs, and expression e mapped to
a variable v in the partial function in the second component
(π2) of the pair mapped from t in wcs. These are, there-
fore, the comparisons e in the guard of t, involving since and
sinceEntry constructs, and the variables v used to represent
those expressions.
For each compileWC(t, e, v) process, the synchronisa-
tion set αWC(t, e, v) contains the trigger events for t, the
setWC events for v, and the clock reset events for the clocks
in e as defined by alphaClockReset(e). The definition of this
function, omitted here, considers all possible valid expres-
sions (like the definition of wc in Rule 17). For example,
alphaClockReset, when applied to the comparison since(C)
>= e, yields the set containing clockReset.C, and when
applied to an expression involving sinceEntry(S) yields the
events entered.x.id(S) where x is a valid state identifier.
We sketch Rule 19, which defines compileWC. We show
the definition for since(C)>=e; other cases are in [96]. The
process compileWC(t, since(C) >= e, v) first sets the value
of v in the memory process to false using setWC vid(v)!false
and then behaves as the process Monitor. This synchronises
any number of times (using RUN) on the trigger for t. After
exactly e time units it is interrupted (△[[e]]Expr) and synchro-
nises on setWC vid(v)!true to set v to true, and then offers the
trigger once more. At any point it can be interrupted by the
event clockReset.id(C), as defined by Reset, sets v to false,
and then behaves as Monitor again.
Statements A clock reset #C specified in an action, or as part
of a trigger, is formalised by Rule 20: we have a prefixing
on clockReset.id(s.clock), where id(s.clock) identifies the
clock that is being reset.
The semantics of a statement s of the form Wait(e) is
defined by Rule 21. In this case, we use the semantics of
the expression s.duration, which identifies e, as defined by
another function [[ ]]Wait. Rule 21 also defines this semantic
function, by considering two cases. If e is a range expression
[a,b], the semantics is a nondeterministic choice of Wait(n)
processes, where n ranges over the values determined by e
as defined by its semantics [[e]]Expr as an expression. These
are the values in the closed interval [a,b]. The second case in
the definition of [[ ]]Wait considers expressions of any other
type, and so the semantics is defined by Wait with an argu-
ment given by the semantics of e.
Finally, Rule 22 defines a deadline on an action. We use
the deadline construct to specify that the process that gives
semantics to the action smust terminate within the time spec-
ified by the expression s.end.
States As said, the timed semantics of a state is largely sim-
ilar to the untimed semantics. For composite states, it is
in Rule 23. We focus on the changes required to accom-
modate trigger deadlines and clock expressions defined
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Rule 24. Composition of states composeStates(ss : seq State,p : NodeContainer) : TimedCSPProcess =
if #ss = 1 then
restrictedState(p,head ss)
else
(restrictedState(p,head ss) |[ cflowevts ]| composeStates(tail ss,p))
where
cflowevts = flowEvents(head ss,p) ∩
⋃
{s : tail ss • flowEvents(s,p)}
Rule 25. Semantics of trigger deadlines triggerDeadlines(s : State) : TimedCSPProcess =
let Deadline(t) =̂ deadline.id(t).on →
readState(usedVariables(t.end),(deadline.id(t).off → Skip) ◮ [[t.end]]Expr) ; Deadline(t)
within
||| t : tDS • Deadline(t)
where
tDS = {t : Transition | t ∈ transitionsFrom(s) ∧ t.end = null}
in transition guards. In interleaving with the semantics
of the during action ([[s.during]]Statement) we have a pro-
cess triggerDeadlines(s), whose formalisation we give in
Rule 25. The hiding of flowevts in the untimed semantics
given by Rule 8 is omitted to allow waiting conditions, defin-
ing the semantics of guards that use state clock expressions,
such as sinceEntry(S), to observe the entered events of a state
S. Similarly, and for the same reason, when compared to
Rule 6, the hiding of cflowevts is also omitted in Rule 24,
defining the composition of states in the timed semantics.
Trigger deadlines The semantics of trigger deadlines for a
state s is formalised by Rule 25. It specifies a replicated inter-
leaving of recursive processes for transitions t drawn from
a set tDS, containing every transition whose trigger has a
deadline (t.end = null). Each recursive process is defined
as initially offering the event deadline.id(t).on, so as to syn-
chronise with the memory process whenever t’s guard is true,
and then offering to synchronise on deadline.id(t).off within
the time specified by the expression in t.end. If the transi-
tion guard becomes false then the process recurses. Here, we
use readState (previously introduced in Sect. 4.3) to ensure
that the deadline specified by the expression t.end takes into
account the value of any variables it may use, as defined by
a function usedVariables.
As previously said, RoboTool generates automatically
both the untimed and the timed semantics of RoboChart that
we have just formalised. We next discuss how RoboTool deals
with the timed semantics.
6.3 Verification support
As discussed in Sect. 5, we use FDR for early validation of our
semantics via analysis of case studies. For the timed seman-
tics, RoboTool generates automatically models in tock-CSP,
an encoding in CSP-M of discrete Timed CSP that uses the
event tock to mark the passage of time. In Sect. 6.3.1, we
describe how RoboTool is extended to calculate the tock-
CSP semantics. In Sect. 6.3.2, we discuss support for model
checking of timed properties. Finally, in Section 6.3.3 we
discuss the application of our technique to case studies.
6.3.1 Tool support
In general, the approach to construction and validation of
timed models in RoboTool follows that already discussed in
Sect. 5.1. Here, we focus on the changes required to support
timed aspects of RoboChart.
The conditions TE2, TE3, and TS1, discussed in Section
6.1.2, are enforced by scoping rules defined using an Xtext
scope provider. This is an Xtend class whose methods define
how elements of the metamodel, such as a variable or a clock,
can be found given their identifiers and the context where they
are used. For example, the use of since(C) in an expression
gives rise to a recursive look-up in the hierarchy of RoboChart
terms that contain that occurrence of since(C) to find the
declaration of C within the containing state machine. The
metamodel ensures that there is no other point where such a
declaration could be. A similar approach is used to implement
all scope rules of RoboChart.
The well-formedness conditions TE1 and TE4 are enforced
by Xtend methods annotated with @Check as already dis-
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cussed in Section 5.1. Essentially these methods recursively
traverse the model built by Xtext and check that clock expres-
sions, such as since(C) and sinceEntry(S), are contained
within a transition’s guard, and that such expressions are
compared, using only the allowed operators, with constant
expressions. Whenever this cannot be ascertained, an error
is indicated and the timed CSP-M model is not generated.
Semantics generation We have used Xtext to implement
the CSP-M script generator in RoboTool. Namely, we have
used the Java dialect Xtend to implement a class with sev-
eral methods corresponding to the semantic rules presented
in this paper as already discussed in Sect. 5.1. Because the
timed semantics for many constructs is largely the same as the
untimed semantics, the Xtend class for the generator of the
timed semantics is implemented as a subclass of that for the
untimed semantics. It overrides the methods that implement
one of the rules presented in this section.
This reuse is possible because FDR allows CSP-M syntax
for timed processes to be written without having to explicitly
introduce tock events, relying instead on a rewriting function,
called a “Timed section”, which, given an untimed CSP-
M script and a function specifying how many tocks should
follow a particular event, introduces tock events wherever
required following the strategy outlined in [88]. For example,
we consider below the CSP-M processP that offers the events
a and b in an external choice and then recurses.
OneStep(_) = 0
Timed(OneStep) {
P = a -> P [] b -> P
}
The application of Timed(OneStep) to this fragment,
with OneStep being defined as 0 for every event (_), is
equivalent to the following definition where tock is also
offered as a choice in P to allow time pass, while the process
waits for interaction on a or b.
P = a -> P [] b -> P [] tock -> P
Similarly, operators like interleaving and parallel composi-
tion are transformed to require synchronisation on tock, so
that a single clock is used for all parallel processes. A com-
plete specification of the Timed section facility is available
in FDR’s manual.11
Use of a Timed section is very convenient, but there
are some technical issues that need to be addressed. Hid-
ing, for example, even when used within a Timed sec-
tion, does not ensure maximal progress. Instead a timed
CSP-M process needs to be prioritised explicitly to give
internal events priority over tock. This can be specified
using prioritise(P,<{},{tock}>). The function
11 www.cs.ox.ac.uk/projects/fdr/.
prioritise takes a process P as the first parameter, and
a sequence <X_0,...,X_n> of sets of events as a sec-
ond parameter where the silent action τ , and , which
signals termination, are implicitly included in X_0, so that
the events in X_j are possible only if those in X_i are not
available, where X_i appears before X_j in the sequence.
So, prioritise(P,<{},{tock}>) ensures maximal
progress: time passes in P only when there are no internal (τ
or ) events available.
We exploit FDR’s timed section facility to add tock
to untimed CSP-M processes by enclosing the generated
semantics within a timed section. In every case, we define
OneStep as the constant function shown above that asso-
ciates 0 with all events, since they do not consume time
themselves. Instead, it is the prefixing on an event that allows
time to pass. Prioritisation is defined for the module, con-
troller, and machine processes.
The generator for the timed semantics creates a CSP model
that includes all definitions of the untimed semantics to allow
analysis using both models. Because we fully reuse the gen-
erator for the untimed semantics, however, it is inevitable that
the process names are duplicated. In order to avoid this clash
we enclose the generated CSP-M syntax in a module, a
namespace facility that FDR provides to scope declarations.
For example, given a CSP-M script file Movement.csp,
which contains the generated timed semantics for the Move-
ment state machine, we include it within a module named
timed, declared using the module construct.
module timed
exports
include "defs/Movement.csp"
endmodule
A CSP-M process with the name timed::Movement
is then available. It corresponds to the CSP-M process of
name Movement declared within the CSP-M script file
Movement.csp, declared after exports. We do not fol-
low the same strategy for CSP-M channel names as these
are shared between the timed and untimed semantics. There-
fore, channel names are declared only by the generator of the
untimed semantics.
Process deadline In Sect. 6.2 we use deadlines in the context
of discrete Timed CSP. Here, we give the definition of P ◮ d
using tock-CSP.
The deadline for a process P to terminate within d time
units is enforced by the parallel composition of P with a
process Waitu(d) that can engage in at most d tock events.
Moreover, if P terminates, then a fresh event f interrupts the
Waitu(d) process, and thus terminates the parallel composi-
tion. For precision, here we use the subscript u to indicate
that Pu is a process where tock is not offered implicitly. In
this case, for example, the process Waitu(d) offers exactly a
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d number of tock events and then terminates without offer-
ing any more tock events. Similarly, Skipu does not offer
tock at all, and f →u P does not offer tock while f is offered.
This distinction is important since the encoding of timed CSP
processes Wait(d) and Skip, for example, as tock-CSP pro-
cesses requires that tock is offered alongside the possibility
to terminate for compositionality. For example, in a parallel
composition P |[ {...} ]| Q, termination is only possible when
both P and Q terminate, so if we consider P to be Skip, then
it lets time pass by offering tock alongside the possibility to
terminate because Q may engage in a number of tock events
before terminating itself.
P ◮ d =
⎛
⎝ (P; f →u Skipu)|[{tock, f }]|
(Waitu(d)△ f →u Skipu)
⎞
⎠ \ {f }
In this encoding, a deadline is captured by refusing tock once
it is reached. So, a process that fails to meet its deadline
timelocks. Such undesirable behaviour can be identified by
checking that tock is never refused. Occurrences of the fresh
event f used for control are hidden.
Timed interrupt The second operator that is not standard
in the Timed CSP and tock-CSP literature is the strict timed
interrupt operator (△d) that we use extensively in the seman-
tics of waiting conditions. We define it using tock-CSP as
follows.
P △d Q =
⎛
⎝ (P △ f →u Skipu)|[ ]|
(RT(d); f →u Skipu)
⎞
⎠ \ {f }; Q
We have, first of all, a parallel composition of two processes
synchronising on every event (): P with the possibility of
being interrupted by f , a fresh event; and RT(d) sequentially
composed with a prefixing also on f . Finally, f is hidden
and there is the sequential composition with Q. The process
RT(d) is defined by an external choice of two guarded pro-
cesses as follows.
RT(d) =
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
d == 0 & Skipu

d > 0 &
(
RUN(\{f , tock}) △
tock →u RT(d − 1)
)
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
When d is zero it behaves as Skipu, and thus terminates imme-
diately, and otherwise when d > 0 it synchronises on every
event in  except for f and tock, any number of times, but
can be interrupted by a tock event to behave as RT(d−1). In
P △d Q, the process RT(d) ensures that P can only engage
in visible events, including tock, before a d number of tock
events occur. After exactly d time units, the synchronisation
on f is used to interrupt P and yield control to Q.
We next explain how to use the tock-CSP encoding of our
semantics to verify RoboChart models using FDR with the
support of RoboTool.
6.3.2 Model checking
In addition to the properties described in Section 5.2,
RoboTool generates properties for verification using the
timed semantics. All properties already considered for the
untimed semantics, except for deadlock freedom, but includ-
ing termination, divergence freedom, and determinism, are
also stated for the timed model. In addition, the following
properties are automatically generated: zeno and timelock
freedom, reachability for every state in every machine, and
proper initialisation of clocks. (All clock expressions in
guards are preceded by appropriate clock resets.) As for ver-
ification using the untimed semantics, it is also possible to
write custom assertions using the timed semantics. These
need to be stated as a refinement.
Using the tock-CSP semantics, zeno freedom can be ver-
ified by checking for divergence freedom, while timelock
freedom is checked by ensuring that tock can never be
refused. A timelock-free model, however, is not necessarily
deadlock free in the sense that it never refuses all events other
than tock. For example, a process that only ever offers tock is
timelock free, but not deadlock free in this sense. In general,
specifying that a process eventually accepts an event other
than tock, for use with a model checker like FDR, requires
assumptions about the timeliness of events for a particular
model [54]. As previously said, such temporal properties are
limited to the bounded positive fragment of LTL.
A timelock identifies a scenario where a deadline is poten-
tially not met. As an example, we consider the operation call
randomWalk() in the states GettingOut and Waiting of the
machine Movement in Fig. 20. As discussed in Sect. 4.2,
operation calls are identified by events with suffix Call and
Ret, to indicate an operation call and return, so in this
case the call is identified by the events randomWalkCall
and randomWalkRet. The empty and the singleton trace
〈randomWalkCall〉, for example, are identified as leading to
timelocks. The first timelock occurs because once the Wait-
ing state is entered, its during action must start immediately,
and the operation randomWalk must be called. The second
timelock occurs because a call takes no time, and so, its ter-
mination is urgent. Urgency characterises a deadline, and so
tock is refused. These deadlines can be met only with an
assumption that the platform accepts calls to randomWalk
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Fig. 24 Example of Timed CSP .assertions file
at all times, and that this operation terminates without con-
suming time.
State reachability checks can identify states that are never
entered. Because the RoboChart semantics has an explicit
model of state activation, we can use entered.x.id(S) events
to check whether a state S can be entered. For this purpose,
RoboTool also generates CSP-M processes for each machine,
controller, and module, where the entered events are visible.
In these processes, entered events are removed from the hid-
ing in Rule 14 and given priority over tock (using the operator
prioritise), so that their maximal progress is retained
even though they are not hidden. The reachability assertion
for a state S identified by sid is then as shown below, where
P is a semantics process (for a state machine, controller, or
module).
¬ Stopu ⊑FD P \ (\{|x : SID • entered.x.sid|})
This assertion states that Stopu is not refined by a (modified)
process P giving semantics to a state machine, controller,
or module, with only entered.x.id(S) events visible. The
absence of a counterexample indicates that the refinement
holds and the assertion is false. So, P can never perform a
trace with the event entered.x.sid, and so S is not reachable.
The existence of a counterexample identifies a trace where
S is entered. The possibility for observing entered events
also allows for animating a state machine, using FDR, while
observing its internal control flow.
The tool-independent assertion language described in
Sect. 5.2 also caters for timed properties. With that, given
a .assertions file, like that shown in Fig. 24, RoboTool
generates CSP-M assertions for the timed semantics by
default as well.
Using the extended language, we can specify if an asser-
tion applies exclusively in the untimed or timed semantics, by
prefixing an assertion with untimed or timed, as shown
in Fig. 24. Similarly, custom blocks contained between
csp-begin and csp-end can also be specified as timed
or untimed. In Fig. 24, we have two assertions (R5 and
R6) that are only applicable in the timed semantics due to
their nature, an assertion R7 that is checked using both the
untimed and timed semantics (because it is not prefixed with
timed), and R8 that is checked using the timed semantics
only. Assertion R5 is satisfied if there is no timelock, while
assertion R6 is satisfied if every transition of the machine
Movement whose guard uses the clock T can only be trig-
gered after T has been reset at least once. Assertion R7 is
satisfied if there is no divergence, while assertion R8 is sat-
isfied if the state Found of Movement is reachable in the
context of the module System.
Next, we describe the use of RoboTool, and of the timed
semantics and assertions that it generates automatically, to
verify the examples in Sect. 5.
6.3.3 Case studies
As previously mentioned in Sect. 5.3, we have used RoboChart
and RoboTool to model examples from the literature. In
Table 7, we show results obtained with FDR to check
for divergence freedom in the examples we described in
Sect. 5.3, as well as an additional example, but now using
the timed semantics. Overall, compared with Table 4, we
have an increase in the number of states and transitions vis-
ited, mainly due to the use of tock to encode time. Despite
the increase in complexity, we have a modest increase in the
compilation and verification time.
We have also considered more efficient models for the
memory processes for state machines, where individual vari-
ables are modelled in separate, but parallel, processes that
synchronise with a control process. This can yield a reduc-
tion in the number of states, which is noticeable when a state
machine has several variables or timed conditions, which, as
previously discussed, are encoded using boolean variables.
We have also considered the generation of a single
waiting-condition process for comparisons that are syntac-
tically equivalent in RoboChart, again yielding efficiency
gains in terms of state-space complexity. These optimisa-
tions, while valuable from the point of view of making model
checking tractable for larger examples, are likely not ben-
eficial for the purpose of theorem proving, which is our
long-term aim.
7 Conclusions
We have presented RoboChart, a new notation for mod-
elling robotic systems. It is based on UML state machines,
but is distinctive in many ways. It includes the notions of
robotic platform, and parallel controllers and machines, syn-
chronous and asynchronous communications, a well-defined
action language, pre- and postconditions, and time primi-
tives, all with a formal mechanised semantics for verification
and refinement.
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Table 7 Summary of
verifications using the timed
semantics with FDR
Example States Transitions Compilation (s) Deadlock (s) Longest check (s)
Chemical detector 504 1623 0.1 0.26 0.26
Autonomous detector 83 611 1.87 0.06 0.07
Alpha algorithm 4427 10,405 4.36 0.37 0.48
Transporter 78 216 15.65 0.07 0.09
We have described the semantics of RoboChart using CSP
to enable validation via model checking. It is, however, a front
end to a predicative relational semantics using UTP. We are
already exploring automatic proof of deadlock freedom using
Isabelle/HOL [34,38].
First, we have presented an untimed semantics, in which
uses of time primitives are ignored. The timed semantics
defines an extension of the untimed model of a RoboChart
diagram, whereby timed constructs of CSP capture the bud-
gets and deadlines. It is our long-term aim to formalise
the relationship between the timed and untimed models by
exploiting the results on compositionality of semantic theo-
ries in the UTP.
Early work on statecharts have considered translation to C,
Occam, VHDL, and Programmable Logic Arrays [17,27,28].
It is noted the difficulty of translating an intrinsically parallel
model to a sequential program. In the case of the transla-
tion to Occam, however, we note some similarities with the
structure of our model [17]. Processes are used to represent
machines, though not states. Pairs of channels are used to
request and acknowledge exit from a state. Compositional
semantics is, however, not a goal. Inter-level transitions and
history junction seem to be considered.
To support work on case studies and validation of our
semantics, we have developed RoboTool, a user-friendly
tool for editing and verifying RoboChart diagrams. Besides
automatic generation of the CSP semantics, RoboTool also
supports the automatic generation of C++ implementations
for a subset of state machines and controllers. Currently, we
are extending the code generation facilities of RoboTool to
cover the complete notation, and targeting specific simula-
tors to provide a link between implementations of RoboChart
models and the specific API of a simulator. Finally, we are
investigating the use of the generated code for deployment
using the Robot Operating System (ROS12). At a later point,
we will address proof of correctness of the generated simu-
lations.
Current work is also considering inclusion of probabilistic
choice in RoboChart. Work on probability is available in the
UTP [100], and we are pursuing translation to PRISM [49] for
verification, with an associated encoding of Markov decision
processes in the UTP.
12 www.ros.org.
RoboChart can also be enriched with support for mod-
elling the environment and the robotic platforms in more
detail. Facilities to be considered will be based on the
pragmatic approaches taken by robotics simulators. For ver-
ification, however, it is in our plans to take inspiration from
hybrid automata [43] and from the UTP model of continuous
variables [35].
RoboChart is more restrictive than general architec-
tural languages, such as AADL [32], or even UML [74]
and SysML [73]. Architectural models can be defined in
RoboChart by identifying the controllers of a robotic sys-
tem and their connections, and, for each controller, state
machines that capture independent functionality or threads of
behaviour. By restricting the way in which components can
be defined, we simplify the modelling task and the seman-
tics of RoboChart. Currently, we are developing modelling
guidelines for RoboChart.
While in principle, it should be possible to verify our
examples using other CSP model checkers, we adopt the con-
crete standard CSP language (CSP-M). Use of tools such as
PAT [94] and ProB [50] would require different code gener-
ators: PAT accepts a different version of CSP called CSP#,
and ProB accepts a subset of CSP-M.
As part of our future work, we plan to explore a variety of
other model checkers and SMT solvers, such as Uppaal [7],
PRISM [49], nuXmv [18], Z3 [69] and CVC4 [4], and inves-
tigate the use of sequence diagrams for the specification of
properties and visualisation of counterexamples produced
by FDR. While our approach supports traceability of coun-
terexamples due to a one-to-one correspondence between
CSP events and RoboChart variables, events, and opera-
tions, it currently requires manual inspection of the output
of FDR. Automatic visualisation of counterexamples will
further improve the usability of our approach by limiting the
situations where knowledge of CSP and FDR are required.
Finally, as a further effort in the validation of our semantics,
we intend to encode the semantic functions in Isabelle/HOL,
and prove various properties including totality and well-
typedness with respect to well-formedness conditions. This
encoding will also be used in conjunction with Isabelle/UTP
in order to support verification of RoboChart models via the-
orem proving.
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